From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

g
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
3 AAC 306.030
Wednesday, March 09, 2016 10:02:44 AM

Please define Local Government as specified in AAC 306.030. I live in the Mat Su borough
but not within any of the three chartered cities.
3 AAC 306.030. Petition for license in area with no local government.

Do I have a local government as referred to in this code?

Is the Mat Su borough my local government as referred in this code?
Thank You
G Origer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrews, Maxine R (CED)
Calder, John P (CED); Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
3 ACC 306.735
Thursday, February 25, 2016 2:42:41 PM

Good afternoon,
I’m with the FNSB Community Planning Department and we are processing several land use
conditional use permit applications as well as receiving quite a few inquiries regarding marijuana
establishments. A question that has recently been raised several times is whether porta-potty/sanican type facilities would be acceptable to meet the Heath and Safety Standards, particularly for
outdoor cultivation facilities. Also, if the requirement in 3 ACC 306.735(b)(2)(A) for a “adequate and
readily accessible toilet” is able to be met with a porta-potty/sani-can, would 3 ACC 306.735(b)(2)(B)
be able to be met with a separate facility? Meaning, if the porta-potty/sani-can is the toilet facility,
can the hand-washing facility be in another structure? And does the hand-washing facility need to
have hot water or just warm water available?
If you need any additional detail regarding the specific land use applications, please just let me
know.
Thanks in advance for your help!
Stacy
Stacy Wasinger
Planner III | FNSB Community Planning
swasinger@fnsb.us
907-459-1262

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doreen Valadez
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
A couple of questions
Thursday, March 03, 2016 3:11:52 PM

Hi, I’ve had several people ask questions that I can’t answer about marijuana regulations. The
department just received the amended regulations that went into effect on 2/21/16 but it’s still
unclear. One particular question comes from 3AAC 306.010 License Restrictions, (d) …. Prohibited
under AS 17.38.100(i) from receiving a marijuana license because of a conviction of a felony.
I’ve looked for AS 17.38.100(i) and can’t find what those prohibitions would be. Something else I
read said people who haven’t been convicted of a felony in the last 5 years would be eligible for a
license. So we are confused.
Another thing we would like clarified is the amount of plants allowed per household. Per person
over age 21? Flowering vs non-flowering? Ect.
We want to give people the correct information but when we don’t know it ourselves, that’s not
good.
Thank you for your time.
LT. Doreen R Valadez
Seward Police Department
PO Box 167
Seward, AK 99664
(907) 224-3338

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heather Lende
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
A question on local marijuana laws
Thursday, February 25, 2016 1:35:16 PM

Hello,
To date, the Haines Borough has no regulations regarding marijuana businesses, retail,
wholesale, processing, or cultivation— and I understand that the state has begun accepting
permit applications.
I have a few questions regarding local control:
1. Without local ordinances, who decides where to locate marijuana businesses and how to
regulate their hours?
2. If it is the state, what are your rules regarding marijuana plant sales, retail sales, “bars”,
cultivation, etc?
3. Can Haines place a moratorium on marijuana businesses until we have local regs, or is it to
late? In other words, will state permits issued for Haines based marijuana businesses before
we have regs (if we do) have existing use rights if we ban or restrict marijuana businesses
here? (If there are state 50 permits issued here and we decide the max is 5. What then?)
4. Does the board have any advice for local planning boards on how to approach this, or
resources to assist in local governments?
5. The deputy mayor and mayor both say we have plenty of time to decide how we want to
control marijuana sales in Haines— Is that accurate? And is this an assembly issue or a
planning and zoning board issue, or both? Which body should initiate hearings and create
ordinances?
Thanks so much-Heather Lende
Haines
907-766-2852

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HeadHunter
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
admending application, and turning in application today
Thursday, March 17, 2016 11:03:54 AM

I am applicant 10002, Clint Tuma, when I started my application I wanted my name as
the business, but than I decided to brand myself and got another business license. I
am still the sole owner, financier, same address, and everything. Before I submitted
my newspaper ad, and my public notice I made the corrections, and posted the
correct information and business license number.
My secretary is dropping off my completed application today, and I have included the
corrected public notice so that you can see I filed correctly with the right name, and
license number.
The business license I intend to use is 1032849, I made sure that all documents have
this business license, and used Clint Tuma, Evergreen Marijuana Producers on all
my postings and newspaper clipping as well.
Since the packet is over 80 pages and includes many documents which cannot be
scanned, (notarized, affidavits, and fingerprint card) I am having my secretary drop
off a copy to the main office in anchorage, and scan copies to submit as well, and
having her drop off the $1000 for the application, and $5000 for the license.
Look forward to working with you allClint Tuma

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Merritt
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Alaska Cannabis Seed Regulations
Monday, March 14, 2016 12:22:51 PM

Hello,
I'm interested in learning more about Cannabis Seed Distribution regulations in Alaska. Can
seeds be purchased and sold? Can seed banks outside of Alaska supply seeds to Alaska
Residence? I've tried searching the Web for these regulations but have had no luck finding
any answers. I appreciate your time & attention. Any details you can forward me will be
helpful.
Thank you,
Chris

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Burlinski
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Alcohol and Marijuana Licenses
Friday, February 26, 2016 11:41:19 AM

I see that 3AAC 306.010(b) prevents holding a marijuana license "if the licensed premises will
be located in a liquor license premises. My questions is, in the event a client owns a large
structure with many office/rooms available, can the marijuana license be issued for one room
that is separate from the liquor premises room but on the same property obviously. Also, if a
client owns a restaurant where regular food items are sold can a marijuana license be issued
for those same premises if they meet the other requirements of course.
Thank you.
-Burlinski Law Office LLC
(907) 357-8786

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Aaron Bean
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
lisa@aralco.com; Jana Weltzin
API release timeline
Monday, March 07, 2016 1:25:57 PM

John,
Thanks for taking the time to chat with me today. I wanted to follow up with you and also
update the people who are developing Green Leaf's POS system. For a point of clarification,
the board has procured, 'seed-to-sale' software from Franwell Metrc. Also, the board has not
had any meetings in regard to the release of the API in connection with the software.
My developers have advised me they we will need as much time as possible to integrate the
states tracking software with Green Leaf's POS, inventory and back office management
software.
When will the API be available for the public?
Thank you!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Hall
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Application and Planning Questons
Friday, March 04, 2016 3:14:19 PM

Good afternoon,
I am planning to apply later this year for a limited cultivation license. I live outside Talkeetna
in the Mat-Su. I understand there is a vote in October to decide if it will be allowed in the
borough.
My questions are based on voters approving business operations in Mat-Su.
I live in an off grid house, 1.5 miles from the road system. They only access to my property is
a walking trail from the road to my house. I have no neighbors within 1 mile of my house. It
is dense forest around me for miles except for the access trail from the road. We have
electricity and internet.
I am planning to grow in a 500 sq feet soft sided green house and process in a small
outbuilding. I only plan to produce outdoors in the summer when it will grow. I am not
planning year round growing or indoor growing.
My questions are on the security requirements:
It seems the regulations call for a physical barrier around the green house and processing
building. Does this have to be a chain link fence? Can it be a wood fence? Do I have to have
this barrier if I live this far from the road and no one will see the grow operation? Does the
forest and distance around me and private property create a physical barrier? I have 40 aces
and this will be well out of sight on private property that is well marked as private property.
Does the processing building, count as part of the 500 feet of cultivation or only the green
house?
I am planning to breed a few plants in a smaller separate greenhouse for seed production and
not for sale, does that count towards the 500 feet?
Is the state going to implement an inventory tracking system or will I need to find one?
Since I only plan to grow for a limited time in a soft green house. I am planning to put it up at
the beginning of the season and tear it down at the end. Does this cause any problems with the
video recording? Do I only run the video recording during the time I am growing and
processing?
If my partner and I are listed on the application, do we both need a handler permit?
Thank you for your help,
Chris
907-331-9506

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Great Land Ventures LLC
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Application Process
Thursday, March 10, 2016 11:18:13 PM

When first selecting initiate marijuana application and then logging into myalaska account, I
do not see a option to select Article 4 415. Marijuana cultivation broker facility. I figured
that maybe the intent is to apply for the limited marijuana cultivator, but as a broker there is
no need in growing. Thank you for your time and efforts.
GLV, LLC

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chase Griffith
marijuana.license@alaska.gov; Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Application void request
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 12:08:14 PM

Good afternoon, I would like to request application #10093 to become inactive/voided.

Business
License
Number

License
Number
10093

1032950

License Type

Doing Business
As

Limited Marijuana PERMAFROST
Cultivation Facility DISTRIBUTORS

Email Address

Chase.Griffith@AKPermafrost.com Initiated

The discription above is the licence in request of de-activation/voided
Thank you and if you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 907-980-7584
~Chase Griffith

License
Status

Licensees
CHASE R
GRIFFITH;
DYLAN W
GRIFFITH

Designated
Owner
Chase
Griffith

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Franklin, Cynthia A (CED)
lukes@tdxcorp.com
Calder, John P (CED); Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
AS 17.38.100(i)
Thursday, February 25, 2016 3:43:12 PM

Hi Mr. Stowe,
The problem for corporations is that the legislature voted that no one holding a marijuana license
can have a felony conviction in the last 5 years or be on felony probation or parole. For entities, in
order to assure that we are meeting this requirement, we need to reduce the application to the
human beings behind the corporation or partnership. That means that the license application must
list everyone and include fingerprints for each shareholder. That is the only way to assure that we
are following the law.
Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351
From: Luke Stowe [mailto:lukes@tdxcorp.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2016 3:09 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Tribal Cannabis

Good afternoon,
I am curious if the requirement to list all shareholders of an involved entity includes those
shareholders of Alaska Native Corporations, both regional and village corporations. It would seem
that the listing requirement would preclude any and all Alaska Native Corporations the opportunity
to obtain any form of cannabis business license. Would you please clarify?
Thank you and best regards,
Luke Stowe
lukes@tdxcorp.com
907-762-8470 work
907-441-7434 cell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

universalsign@gci.net
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Attn: John - Questions on Signage
Tuesday, March 08, 2016 9:38:03 AM

Hello John,
We had a customer contact us interested in future signage for a marijuana store. I spoke with
the municipality in the planning dept. and they mentioned the State of Alaska had some
restrictions on signage. I looked through the ordinance you have and just wanted to clarify a
few things so I understood it correctly. I listed my questions below. I am meeting with the gal
at 3:30 today so if you have time to respond before then I would really appreciate it.
Thanks,
Sharon Huffman
Universal Sign & Lighting, LLC
907-278-7446
1) It states they may have a total of 3 signs at no larger than 4800 sq. inches (33.3333 sq.
feet). They may be attached to the window or the outside of the licensed premise. Does this
mean they can have exterior wall signs or a pole
    sign? Can they be non-lit or lit?
2) It states all advertising for marijuana or any marijuana product must contain each of the
following warnings... 1,2,3,4,5 (as listed in ordinance). Do all these warnings need to be listed
on each sign?
3) Is there any other information we should know in regards to the signage?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brenda bowen
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
bring cannabis oil on cruise
Wednesday, March 16, 2016 1:35:00 PM

hello
I have a medical prescription for marijuana in Canada can I bring it (oil high in cbd) on a cruise from
Vancouver to Alaska? If so what kind of paper work would I need? I would only bring enough for 7 days.
Thank you for your time
Brenda

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Saunders
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Business Licensing Question- Help!
Monday, February 29, 2016 9:35:02 AM

Hello and thank you for your time in answering my question.
My husband is interested in applying for a limited cultivation license and I am
wondering if my name has to be on the application/business license since we are
married and I will financially benefit from the business, even though I do not wish to
be a part of it in this moment.
KT

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Audrey Ranstead
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
commercial marijuana bakery questions
Thursday, March 10, 2016 7:05:04 AM

Waste Material -How do we handle the plant material waste (leaves and stems) after we make
cannnabutter. After melting butter with cannabis for 20 hours at 220F we strain out the butter and use it
in baking mixes. We are left with the plant material. Some of the plant material will have some butter
left on it. I'm looking at regulation AAC 306.740 and not sure if (real) butter is considered compostable
or non-compostable? Do we need to process with solvent before we dispose of it or if it can be used as
compost feedstock as is?
Bathrooms - I am renting space in a building. The bathroom will not be connected to my secure area. Do
I need to install a bathroom in my secure area or can myself and employees leave the secure area and
use the public bathroom?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tyler Bellville
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Cultivation LLC License Renewal Requirements
Thursday, March 17, 2016 8:47:27 PM

Hi,
I couldn't find this scenario addressed directly in 306.35 for license renewal. If I am a member
of an LLC composed of several individuals, all Alaska PFD eligible residents, and we operate
for several years under a license and continue to renew yearly, what would happen if one of
the members moves out of state? Would that prevent the LLC as it is structured from
renewing the license in the following year?
Thanks,
Tyler

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dollynda fleck
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
cultivation stock question....
Thursday, March 17, 2016 6:59:41 PM

Hello,
As I was reading through the questions I came across an answer pertaining to the Initial
cuttings a new cultivation facility would need to acquire. The wording was a bit confusing:
"After the initial inventory is established, the regulations prohibit personal use marijuana or any
marijuana grown outside the licensed premises being entered into the tracking system."
Does This mean we have only one opportunity to enter different strains? Or when the word
"marijuana" is used is it referring to harvested marijuana BUD? I would like to think we could
purchase clones and seeds within the state at legal outlets. Eventually we should see seed
companies and clones sold at retail locations, but if marijuana grown outside the licensed
premises cannot Be entered into the tracking system, how will we ever Be able to add variety to
our operations?
So, is it referring to marijuana BUD, or marijuana plants and seeds?
Thank you for clarifying,
Dollynda Phelps

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Healy
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Daycare
Friday, March 11, 2016 8:15:51 AM

Does a daycare qualify as a "recreation or youth center", as it pertains to 3AAC 306.010?
Thanks,
Mike

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Burrell
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Excessive requirements
Thursday, February 25, 2016 10:44:37 AM

Mr. Calder,
I hope I am sending this to the correct place.
I need to add my opinion on the state making the testing facilities requirements so
outrageous.
A PHD. in Chemistry? Seriously. You want someone with the knowledge of
100,000 things to
oversee the testing of 1, count it out, 1 weed. Just how many people do you
suppose have that
qualification in this state. With our State in such financial difficulties, why
wouldn't you take that
same PHD in Chemistry person and have them teach an 8 week course on
how to do the different tests on Cannabis and charge $xxxxx amount of money to do so?
By AMCO making this excessive requirement, you have effectively said
"screw you" to all of the
little towns and villages that have no road access available to ship their
product to one of the
larger cities, IE, Anchorage, Fairbanks for example, to be tested. As you all
well know, it is still
against Federal Law to transport cannabis over water and air.
So, please, tell me I am wrong. I am not interested in the testing facility at
all except that, before
I could dispense any marijuana, it would have to be tested. I imagine there
are at least 3 or 4
people in Petersburg who, I am sure, want to grow, but without the test
facility, they cannot even
apply, I think.
The AMCO has effectively kept about 10 new businesses from starting in
Petersburg alone, so you
should start adding up just how many more businesses aren't

happening from the outlaying areas
and water locked towns. How much revenue will be lost that our wallowing
state economy could
use right now?
In the course of 2 months you have elated me, as I am the only business
downtown in Petersburg,
that met your 500' requirements, me the one that already was selling the
accessories for cannabis,
and then I felt stabbed in the back when I found out the requirements you
had for the testing. In all
honesty, I am an almost 60 year old business woman without a retirement
and I finally thought I had
it figured out. Sorry, not meaning to make this about me, but, heh, guess it
is.
Thank you for letting me have my say. I will still be applying for a
dispensary license, just in case
you all change things up or maybe someone will have a traveling lab.
Sincerely
Susan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

manny Hernandez
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
fees
Monday, March 07, 2016 9:58:18 AM

We are planning to apply for a retail marijuana store license. We see there is a $1,000
application fee and a $5,000 license fee. When are each of these due?
Thank you
The Green Tundra, LLC

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joe Manthey
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Felons & work
Thursday, March 17, 2016 1:21:40 PM

Are felons with previous drug convictions allowed to work at, not own, a marijuana related
business? I was told they were not allowed to own or manage a business, but can they simply
work there?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Rader
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Filed Marijuana License Applications Notices
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 12:51:10 PM

I have seen a couple license applications notices published in the Anchorage paper.
The Notices are inadequate in the following ways.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There is no deadline for submitting comments.
There is no contact information for the “local government”.
The applications itself should be available on line and a web link provided.
The applications should also be available at a physical address.
There should be a phone number and email contact for additional information.

I think these are a minimum requirements to facilitate comments.
Thank you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob McEvoy
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Food Safety Permit
Thursday, February 25, 2016 8:18:25 AM

Good Morning Marijuana Control Board,
After watching the online video of the application workshop and scouring your website
(FAQs, Resource Links) and looking on the Anchorage Health and Human Services website
under Food Safety and Sanitation tab, I cannot find the Food Safety Permit application needed
for the Retail Marijuana Store application.
I am assisting an Anchorage resident with their application and any clarity you are able to
provide here would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you in advance for your time and I look forward to hearing back from you.
Kindly,
Rob McEvoy

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
FW: Northeast Community Council Anchorage, AK Marijuana Licenses
Thursday, March 17, 2016 10:04:32 AM

Christina Thibodeaux
Business Registration Examiner | Dept. of Commerce, Community and Economic Development | Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office  

550 W. 7th Ave. Ste. 1600 Anchorage, AK 99501 | 907.754.3588 |

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
Less paper is better for us and our environment.

From: Kevin Smestad [mailto:kevinsmestad@outlook.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 2:25 PM
To: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Subject: Northeast Community Council Anchorage, AK Marijuana Licenses

Hi,
My name is Kevin Smestad with the Northeast Community Council in Anchorage, AK. I have
gone through the list of applications and did not see any in the Northeast Community Council
Area, but I wanted to ask if there was an email address or a way that the applications are
getting to the Community Council?
Our Community Council did pass a resolution similar to the Fairview Community Council, but
we wanted to be able prepared if any business's were looking at coming into our Council
area.
Thank you for your help.
Best Regards,
Kevin Smestad
NECC Marijuana Chair
907-952-0597

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
FW: Public notices for applications
Thursday, March 17, 2016 10:00:53 AM

Christina Thibodeaux
Business Registration Examiner | Dept. of Commerce, Community and Economic Development | Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office  

550 W. 7th Ave. Ste. 1600 Anchorage, AK 99501 | 907.754.3588 |

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
Less paper is better for us and our environment.

From: Leila Kheiry [mailto:leila@krbd.org]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 11:27 AM
To: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Subject: Public notices for applications

How can I search for public notices for marijuana license applications for a specific community?
Thank you for your help.
Leila Kheiry
KRBD News Director

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Franklin, Cynthia A (CED)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Fwd: ABC Board Website Question
Saturday, February 27, 2016 7:55:13 PM
Marijuana Control Board letter 2-26-16.docx
ATT00001.htm

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Kathleen Martin <kathyak2hi@outlook.com>
Date: February 27, 2016 at 3:49:03 PM AKST
To: "cynthia.franklin@alaska.gov" <cynthia.franklin@alaska.gov>
Subject: ABC Board Website Question

Dear Director Franklin,
I am attaching a letter concerning the Marijuana Control Board and its use of the
term resident as it applies to the PFD, their creation and filing of regulations, and
the fact that they were never vented by the State Legislature.
Our government, on all levels, has rules, regulations and laws its suppose to
operate by for protection of its people.   We cannot allow it to become an
anarchy.   If we have even one member of the Marijuana Control Board found to
have a conflict of interest, whenever the Legislature gets around to venting them,
we will have existing regulations on the books that were promoted/filed by an
unapproved board.   These regulations would be illegitimate.   How will
government on any state, borough, or local level deal with trying to enforce
anything to do with growing operations then?
Please do whatever you can to encourage the Legislature to vent this committee
ASAP and to legitamize the regulations by whatever means necessary.   We don’t
want enforcement to slip through the cracks because of an error on the States
part.
Seeds for thought.
Sincerely,
Edward D. Martin, Jr. (907)252-7857
Kathleen A. Martin (907)252-8163
Sent from Windows Mail

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jonathan Mansker
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Fwd: Marijuana Retail location
Monday, February 29, 2016 5:54:02 PM
Cover Sheet Cultivation App.pdf
Retail location details.png
City Zoning Image.png

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Jonathan Mansker" <jjmansker@googlemail.com>
Date: Feb 29, 2016 4:01 PM
Subject: Marijuana Retail location
To: <John.calder@alaska.gov>
Cc:
Mr. John Calder,
Hello, My name is Jon Mansker. Owner of Musky Ox, a marijuana cultivation and retail
company in Fairbanks. My application is being submitted through my lawyer, Jana Weltzin.
I am requesting permission from the state to operate a retail marijuana store at 544 3rd Ave,
Fairbanks, AK 99701.
The location is suitable according to all guidelines, however, it is not clear to me how a
childrens museum is classified. This childrens museum is a walk-in, membership based
establishment where parents can bring their children and must stay with them. This is not a
"drop off" location. Also, the way this particular museum is located, it is very unlikely the
marijuana establishment would be seen. Please see attached "retail location details" for
reference. According to Fairbanks zoning, 544 3rd Ave is allowable. Please see attached
"city zoning image".
Thank you for your consideration,
Jon Mansker
Musky Ox, LLC
jjmansker@gmail.com
907-750-2573
for reference: If an existing marijuana establishment license for premises located within 500
feet of a school ground, a Register 217, April 2016 COMMERCE, COMMUNITY, AND EC.
DEV. 5 recreation or youth center, a building in which religious services are regularly
conducted, or a correctional facility is revoked or expires, the board will not issue another
marijuana establishment license for the same premises unless the school ground, the
recreation or youth center, the building in which religious services are regularly conducted, or
the correctional facility no longer occupies the site within 500 feet.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bzlz@gci.net
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Fwd: RE: Marijuana sales question
Thursday, March 17, 2016 1:52:15 PM

Hello,
I am considering a grow operation in Petersburg and have not seen this question come up. How
would I be able to transport to the Juneau lab or to other places in the state to sell my product?
With the federal guidelines it is presently illegal to transport via airlines or boat. Would this still
apply?
Thank you for your prompt response.
Bob in Petersburg

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Seth Robinson
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Indoor or Outdoor? -- Greenhouse
Monday, March 07, 2016 11:43:37 PM

Hello, AMCO.
I have a question about greenhouses, and whether or not they are considered an "indoor" space
or an "outdoor" space? More specifically:
Is a "...greenhouse with rigid walls, a roof, and doors," be an indoor space, as long as the
structure is compliant with other regulations?
Thank you for your time, and for all of you hard work.
Seth R

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jan storbakken
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
is it true
Friday, February 26, 2016 12:01:54 PM

I have asked the question all along.....On Unorganized borough's are they opted out unless they
opt in????
That wasn't the original question the original question was; will unorganized borough's be allowed
to have marijuana licenses. To the best of my knowledge, I never got a specific answer to my
question. But today on facebook I find that someone posted unorganized borough's ar
considered "opted out" unless they opt in!
Jan (Jazzy) Storbakken     
Embrace the Buoy!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

2harvey@mtaonline.net
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Is Marijuana classified an Agricultural Crop.
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:25:50 AM

The question I have is marijuana/ cannabis/ hemp classified as a agricultural crop in Alaska.
The Federal Gov. said NO from what I have found.
In the MSB our Chugach View Estates Subdivision has 15 lots and the covenants say
that Block 1 Lots 1,2,3 are rural residential purposes only and may be used for agricultural
purposes they are 3.5 acres in size.
All other Lots are rural residential purposes only.
Our Subdivision and the neighboring Subdivision say no,
There is a School Bus Stop of all ages and has been their for Years, The School Bus Stop is
next to one of Lots Block 1 Lot 1. We do not want any thing like that to go on here.
Is there a Alaska State Law that does not allow this.
We are looking for some help on this and would appreciate all you folks can do to help in this
matter thank you.
Harvey Friedricks
(907) 441-7887

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pakan
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
List of applicants
Thursday, February 25, 2016 5:07:01 PM

How do I obtain a list of the applicants?    Are the applicants listed by personal name or by
‘company name’? Is this list a public available record?
     John Pakan
     7350 Twin Lakes Drive 13
      Wasilla, Alaska 99654
       907 746-7778   ( h )
       907 230-7943   ( m )   

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Eberhardt
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Josh Fink; maureen eberhardt; Lance Wells
location for edibles / bakery
Monday, March 14, 2016 11:30:47 AM

Greetings — I tried but cannot find the language / conditions concerning our potential operating facility.

We have a location in mind that meets all criteria however it would be a sublet situation i.e. we would rent out
space from a tenant (who’s landlord has already given permission).
The tenant simply has too much unneeded square footage and would be agreeable to rent out to us the desired space
we need.
Of course we would modify this area to make sure it complies with all current regulations.
Can this be done? Hope so.
thanks,
Pete

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Onestop
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Lori Brandt
Friday, February 26, 2016 3:08:59 PM

I have no affiliate, it's just myself.
Please confirm this was received and correct.
Thank you,
Lori Brandt

From:
To:
Date:

Hunter Mann-Dempster
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Monday, February 29, 2016 2:45:38 PM

I'm curious about what the rules are regarding starting commercial grow operations on a large
vessel. Is it possible to do this if the vessel is registered in the state of Alaska?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

coldairalaska@hushmail.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana Air Transportation to Bush Alaska Legally
Thursday, March 17, 2016 4:43:52 PM

HI,
I have been hoping to open a Marijuana Retail Store in Kotzebue. My problem is that the Federal Aviation
Regulations, specifically 91.19(a) prohibits any pilot to carry onboard any Marijuana. I will not be able to send or
personally fly any legally onboard an aircraft. FAA FAR 91.19(b) would allow aircraft to carry Marijuana if a State
of Alaska Statute would specifically authorize the carriage of Marijuana aboard an aircraft.
Please consider proposing to the Alaska Senate or Legislature to introduce legislation for an Alaska Statute that
would authorize the carriage of marijuana aboard an aircraft in Alaska. The Marijuana Control board could also
make a regulation requiring a license for the carriage of marijuana aboard an aircraft in Alaska.
This may be a solution to problem of legally shipping marijuana samples or inventory to bush Alaska.

Thank you for your time and consideration,

John Walker

Sent using Hushmail

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Collins Cannabis Collins
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana cultivation permit
Tuesday, March 08, 2016 8:16:12 AM

Hi,
My name is Forest Collins. I have lived on Prince of Whales Island for over 30 years. I have
purchased land in Thorne Bay, Goose Creek Industrial subdivision, with the intent of
developing a marijuana cultivation business. It has been zoned and approved by the city of
Thorne Bay.
My questions are...
#1. My land and infrastructure still need to be developed. Do I have to invest in everything
before I can apply for the permit to operate? I have to liquidate my current residence to
reinvest in the new one. I would prefer to have a permit before making such a bold financial
investment.
#2. If there is not a lab near me, I will have to send my samples to a lab some were in the
state. Will I be allowed to ship samples on Alaska Airlines? S.A.R.D.F.A. sends Geoducks to
a lab in Anchorage every week for PSP testing .It works well for us. I would like to do
something similar if possible.
#3. Is there a limited # of these permits available? Can I be left behind if I do not rush in? I
would like to have a couple of years to sell my primary residence and construct a new one on
the business site as well as all of the necessary infrastructure for the business plan.
Thank you for your time,
                               Forest Collins

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

william carter
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana handlers class
Friday, February 26, 2016 12:43:35 PM

Could please tell me where I can information on being a training provider ? I am very qualified,
experienced and interested in submitting a training program. Thank you, Bill Carter 907.252.4928
ambiental options.com
Sent from my Windows Phone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Keith Searles
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana license applications
Thursday, February 25, 2016 5:51:08 PM

John Calder, Administrative Officer
Alcohol Marijuana Control Office
Dear Mr. Calder;
I would like to know how I can find out who applies for commercial
marijuana licenses. I assume this information will be available online.
Thank you in advance for your assistance.
Sincerely,
Keith Searles
www.denalismoke.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Myers
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana Licensees and Applicants
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 12:45:11 PM

I am trying to find contact information for Alaska Marijuana License holders and applicants.
Can you point me in the right direction?
Pat Myers
Publisher
Cannabiz Magazine
360-875-8383 ext 225

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dwight Haak
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana Local Option -- 3 AAC Section 2
Thursday, February 25, 2016 11:05:27 AM

Hello,
My name is Dwight Haak and I am in the licensing phase of applying for a 500 sq. ft. Marijuana Cultivators
License. I am located in the unincorporated Mat-Su Borough. My question/concern involves the local option,
specifically 3 AAC 306.200- 306.270 and what happens if Mat-Su voters decide to disallow commercial marijuana
in October. Assuming I receive a license and commence growing marijuana, will all my work go to nothing in
October? Should I and others in the Mat-Su Borough even bother going through the process? I understand the
risks involved in starting a business, however I don't feel like going bankrupt because I am embracing
entrepreneurship.
Also, my interpretation of 3AAC 306.200- 306.270 leads me to understand that any marijuana business I start will
always be subject to being closed down based on what voters decide from election to election. A yearly fear of
disappearing licenses isn't instilling confidence in me to build a business.
I only just discovered last night that the Mat-Su Borough had a Commercial Marijuana Ban Initiative on the ballot
for October, Initiative 2. Should I just halt moving forward with licensing? I know the answer is "yes".
My entrepreneurial spirit is feeling a little zapped because I was excited for this week's steps forward, but now I
know I'm just back to square zero (not even square one).
Can this issue be addressed on the website? I don't even think people in the Mat-Su know a vote is happening.
ADN had an article yesterday entitled "Where do Alaska Cities and Towns Stand on Commercial Marijuana",
which has seemingly stopped me from wanting to move forward on licensing.
Thank you,
Dwight Haak

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carolyn V Brown
Franklin, Cynthia A (CED); Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
marijuana
Monday, February 29, 2016 5:38:34 PM

I will redirect my comments as you have suggested. Loren Jones told me he was the "public health"
person assigned to the Board. His work in alcohol for many years is certainly noteworthy. There are
many, many clinical, epidemiologic, and social public health issues to be addressed in this panoply of
issues. The clinical and public health literature is replete with information on both sides of the divide. I
have seen very little either at the CBJ Municipal level in Juneau or from reading of the State materials.
Do you have any sense of why the public health people didn't respond?
I will certainly appreciate remaining on whatever mailing lists and information sharing lists that you all
have created.
Thank you for these considerations.
carolyn V Brown   MD MPH
1640 Second Street
Douglas Alaska 99824-5211 USA
907-364-2726 home
907-364-2727 fax
907-321-0784 cellular
cvbrown1937@yahoo.com

From: "Franklin, Cynthia A (CED)" <cynthia.franklin@alaska.gov>
To: carolyn V Brown <cvbrown1937@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, February 29, 2016 5:24 PM
Subject: Re: marijuana

Dr. Brown,
I certainly appreciate your thoughts on this. We do have one board member
who was appointed to provide a public health perspective to the board.
Sadly, we did not have much feedback from public health representatives or
advocates during the rule making process. I encourage anyone interested to
get involved, attend board meetings and make their voices heard. Those who
want to make money are certainly doing that and are sometimes the only
voices in the room.
Again, thanks for your comments. If you wouldn't mind forwarding your
thoughts to marijuana@alaska.gov, that is the email box we bring to the
board at each meeting.
Cindy

On Feb 29, 2016, at 2:54 PM, carolyn V Brown <cvbrown1937@yahoo.com>
wrote:
Cynthia: I heard your presentation at the Alaska Public Health Association
Meeting.
You have to do what you have to do. I haven't seen much about "protecting
consumers" or the "interest of the health and public safety" that you mention in the
attached press release. Perhaps those things are "lost in the weed(s)". If there
are credible data about the "public's health and safety" (and this means physical,
mental, social, and/or environmental), I would welcome access to that information.
It is my view that the jury is not in on health and safety as it relates to children,
adolescents, pregnant women, co-admixture with alcohol, driving, and long-term
use in adults and seniors.
I sadly fear that the "knee-jerk" to make money on the part of entrepreneurs and
tax collectors trumps the science surrounding the implications of widespread
availability and use of marijuana without significant additional safety nets that
addresess the "public's health and safety".
It may well be that by the time those data are in (if even they are being collected),
the current decision-makers will all have gone somewhere else and "it will be
somebody else's problem". I sense that is the way bureaucracy operates a good
bit of the time.
I do believe the "public's health and safety" requires some oversight and that
perhaps ought to be the work of decision-makers within the State Government at
the "health and public safety" level.
Respectfully,
carolyn V Brown   MD MPH
1640 Second Street
Douglas Alaska 99824-5211 USA
907-364-2726 home
907-364-2727 fax
907-321-0784 cellular
cvbrown1937@yahoo.com

<Scan0003.pdf>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Coullahan, Matt
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Multiple Cultivators Operating In The Same Building
Wednesday, March 09, 2016 11:48:44 AM

Mr. Calder,
I have some questions regarding cultivator licensing. The company that I work for owns a large
industrial zoned space here in Anchorage.
We are curious if multiple cultivation license holders are allowed to operate at the same address if
we partition our industrial space into smaller units?
What are the state requirements for future license holders if they wanted to increase the size of
their cultivation space?
Any input you may have is greatly appreciated. Thank you.
Matt Coullahan, P.E.
Central Environmental Inc.
Cell: (907) 230-8761
matt@cei-alaska.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Corscadden
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Multiple grow licenses under one roof
Friday, February 26, 2016 2:40:21 PM

To whom it may concern,
My name is Tommy Corscadden, my business partner and I are currently looking at locations to start our marijuana
cultivation business. We think we have found a location that will work for us but would like to share the space with
a retail business and another cultivation company. We know we can have retail and cultivation business's under one
roof but as long as we submit for licenses separately and submit all the proper paperwork, like any other company
in the industry, providing our own insurance, ect. could we operate two cultivation licensed companies in the same
building sharing the second floor and the retail location on the ground level?
Thank you for your time!
Tommy Corscadden
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MBMcAfeeSaaSReport@mcafee.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
My Spam Report (marijuana@alaska.gov)
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 1:09:45 AM

Spam Report - Tuesday - 2016-03-15
Warning: Do not forward this email

Monday - 2016-03-14
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bnd@sunrisegardensak.com question regarding security system
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[ View list of all quarantined messages ]
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To move an email to your inbox, click "Release" next to the desired message.
To move an email to your inbox and add the sender to your Allowed Senders list, click the "Allow"
link next to the desired message.
To delete the email and add the sender to your Blocked Senders list, click the "Deny" link.
Clicking on links in this report, including a date heading or message subject, will open up your web
browser to your online quarantine and display the appropriate data.
To change your preferences and spam report settings, click here.

Copyright © 2003-2016 McAfee, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Buckshot & Bobby Pins
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Not in training video
Friday, March 04, 2016 9:54:14 PM

Hi, I was sorry the training videos didn't include the questions and answers from the audience,
as perhaps someone asked these questions.
1. If you don’t live in Anchorage, where do you get your finger prints taken?
2. Since I already have a lease for my current store (and would just be expanding an inventory
line) do I need to have my landlord submit a new lease on line, or can I submit a copy of the
lease I have? (He lives out of state, but has told me he’s okay with a retail operation, just not
use on premises.)
3. Life gets extremely busy for us in the summer tourist season and I was hoping to go ahead
and apply, give public notice, etc. for my retail license as soon as possible. I know you aren’t
working on those licenses right now, but is a person allowed to send in their application early
so that it is already there when the time comes? I would need to make some physical
modifications to my building and would need as much advance notice as possible.
Thank you.
Kristine Harder
BUCKSHOT & BOBBY PINS
P.O. Box 708
322 7th Street
Skagway, Alaska 99840
907-983-3850 (APRIL-OCT)
907-723-8095
buckshot.kristine@gmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

david straub
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Operation plan
Tuesday, March 08, 2016 2:53:12 PM

Page 5 at the top deversion?
Would lighting alarms video and Boi track be deversion? And fenced. .
Thanks not sure what to put.

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note® 3, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

david straub
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Operation plan
Tuesday, March 08, 2016 3:21:03 PM

Page 13. Can by product be sold or donate to production facilities. Paying tax if sold?
So as we would not destroy any on site. Find facilities to use quality material.

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note® 3, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Chase Griffith
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Past Conviction Hindering Brother from license?
Friday, February 26, 2016 11:13:37 AM
Screen Shot 2016-02-26 at 11.12.14 AM.png

Good morning, I am interested in acquiring a limited cultivation facility licence, and I plan on
partnering up with my brother.
He got stopped at a routine traffic stop, and had a very small amount of marijuana on his
person ~ 3 years ago.
please notice the charges below, and a response to his eligibility would be appreciated.
Thanks a lot in advance, and have a great weekend!
~Chase Griffith

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Wells
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Petition for Circulation
Thursday, February 25, 2016 9:31:23 AM

Where can I obtain a “petition for circulation” for a client outside of Glennallen, AK who would like
to start a marijuana cultivation facility where there is no local gov’t? Per the regs it must be on a
form the board prescribes. Thank you. Is it avail at your office? Please advise. Thank you, Lance

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

G Galleher
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Printed Copy of Marijuana Regulations
Wednesday, March 09, 2016 7:58:03 AM

Do you provide printed copies of the marijuana regulations 3AAC_306 - I would like to stop
by and pick one up.
I own a commercial condo and the adjacent owner is renting to a marijuana grow operation.   
I would like to understand what the State of Alaska law is providing for when it comes to
legalization of grow operations and what rights I have as a normal business.
Besides the issues of legality, I also have concerns of the loss of condo association insurance
(underwriters disallow grow operations and will cancel our association policy), potential
attraction of crime, and any pungent smell invading my business.
Thank you,
Gail Galleher

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Stepien
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
public health and safety
Monday, March 14, 2016 10:54:48 AM

I am writing a express concern regarding public health and safety in relation to the legalization of
marijuana in Alaska.
As a pediatrician, I am particularly concerned about the expected rise of accidental ingestion of
marijuana by children and illegal use of marijuana by teens. Research from other states that have
legalized marijuana shows every reason for us to be concerned about children and teens.
Fortunately, we are at a time in which we can make decisions that may prevent some of the
problems seen in other states.
As you may know the developing brain is very different than the adult brain. The adverse effects of
marijuana in children and teens have been well-documented. Marijuana use can impair memory,
decrease concentration, and change problem-solving capacity. It’s not good for the lungs nor longterm health; teens who use pot have a higher likelihood of drug addiction later on in life, the risks
increase the earlier they start using. Research also finds that teens who use marijuana are less likely
to finish high school, are more likely to use other (illicit) drugs, and have an increase in suicide
attempts compared to those who don’t. The more they use, the more the effect.
When Washington state legalized marijuana, Seattle children’s hospital developed a handout “What
parents need to know…” (attached in second email. I recommend the state develop a similar
handout for families as part of an overall preventative care plan. I also recommend a management
plan for Alaska’s medical systems that will need to support the increased needs of our children and
teens with problems related to marijuana. A well-funded program for prevention and management
of the anticipated consequences must be part of the plan for Alaska. We can prepare in advance or
pay later. Let’s be clear, there will be consequences for Alaska’s families that will need to be
addressed.

Sincerely,
Kathy Stepien, MD, FAAP

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kathy Stepien
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
public health, marijuana
Monday, March 14, 2016 10:56:32 AM
A Parent_s Guide to Preventing Underage Marijuana Use.pdf

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Durand, Shane
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Public Review of applications
Monday, March 14, 2016 8:46:44 AM

Are submitted marijuana applications going to be posted for public review? If so when and where
could that be expected?
Shane Durand

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave DeLuca
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Question about indoor cultivation.
Tuesday, March 08, 2016 10:10:37 AM

Hello Mr. Calder,
I was wondering if it is possible to grow in a greenhouse or tent inside my warehouse?
The regulations only specify that the exterior structure be made of rigid walls. Would you
please clarify?
Thank you very much,
Dave DeLuca

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Michael Cavaliere
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Question about Lender
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 9:18:33 AM
image001.png

I reviewed the regulations and cannot find an answer to a question. If a lender loans money to a
cannabis business which loan is secured by the assets of the business, does the lender need to be a
resident of the state and have to undergo a background investigation. The regulations provide that
anyone with a legal or equitable interest in a business needs to be a state resident. Does the
department include a lender with a security interest in the assets of the business as having a legal or
equitable interest in the business, or would a lender only acquire an interest if the borrower
defaults and the lender forecloses its security interest? Thank you.
Mike

Michael J. Cavaliere, J.D., LL.M. (tax)
Northern Law Group, LLP
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 80288
Fairbanks, Alaska 99708
Physical Address
600 University Avenue, Suite 1
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709
(907)978-0478
mike@northern-lawgroup.com
Warning: The information contained in this email (including any attachments) in CONFIDENTIAL and
may be PRIVILEGED. If you are not the intended recipient of this email, you may not read, retain,
copy or distribute this email. If you have received this email in error, please advise us by return
email and call the sender at (907) 978-0478. Thank you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Wells
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Question on premises inspection and license initiation
Tuesday, March 01, 2016 10:54:37 AM

Q1:
Once the application is completed and submitted, the board has a 90 day turnaround for
either approval or disapproval. During this time, an inspection of the premises will occur. The
question is, does it have to be fully operational at the time of the inspection. i.e. do the lights have
to be hung and ready. Or just security and building itself fully functional to meet SOA requirements?
Q2:
Once an application is “initiated,” is there a timeline as to its completion with you all for final
submission as to all documents?
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

bnd@sunrisegardensak.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
fsdah3@yahoo.com
question regarding security system
Monday, March 14, 2016 4:54:19 PM

We have had a home security system in place in our home for over a
year. It consists of infrared security cameras, motion detection
devices, and intruder alert devices. There are 4 outside infrared
cameras that record, regardless of temperature or lighting, to a hard
drive where information is stored for 90 days. The motion detection
devices are manually set when we leave home. The intruder alerts are
triggered when a door or window has been opened, prior to disengaging
the alarms. The alerts are sent to my husband, my son and myself via a
text and a phone call by security system which allows us access to
view the camera activity.
In planning our security system for our cultivation facility, we would
like to use the same type of security system that we are familiar with
and currently have. It appears in reading the regulations, we would
meet the requirements for video surveillance under 3 AAC 306.430 and 3
AAC 306.715 and AAC 306.720. What isn't clear to me is 3 AAC 306.715
(d) where it states "describe actions....when any automatic or
electronic notification system alerts a local law enforcement agency
of an unauthorized breach of security." Is it a requirement that law
enforcement be alerted every time an alert or alarm is triggered? Our
system is so sensitive that it will occasionally send an alert
notification if there is a change in temperature or if an automatic
timer turns on a light. If our visual monitoring following an alert
requires law enforcement, we would of course immediately notify them.
Thank you for the clarification,
Deborah Hutchens
907-388-4858
Sunrise Gardens
License #10022

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Briody
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
question regarding security
Monday, March 07, 2016 5:29:37 PM

Hi,
regarding "(2) a security alarm system on all exterior doors and windows", my question is
would a motion sensor on the inside of the facility, faced at the door with an alarm be
sufficient? Or would it have to contact 911 or does it have to be the kind of alarm that is
triggered by the door/window opening? From how it's worded we're assuming an alarm like
this would work, but wanted to make sure.
Another question I have is about the security cameras. I remember early on hearing a specified
resolution, but can't find one in the final regs. The cameras we have will be 720p, which
seems sufficient enough, and to be able to actually store 40 days worth of footage. Is there a
minimum resolution I'm just not seeing?
Thanks for your help,
Steven Briody

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

The Dalys
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Question
Monday, March 14, 2016 1:45:56 PM

After review the training video on Form MJ-00 Application Certifications I would like
clarification.
The Video states the each person signing an application must fill out this form.   
Looking over Statue 3 AAC.306.020 b(2) which is referenced on the form for each
proposed licensee I do not find anywhere where it clearly states if a indirect financial
interested party is included in the definition of licensee. My question:  Are indirect
financial interested parties obligated to fill out this form and/or any other form
including finger print cards?
Can you please include a list of what a indirect financial interested party must include
in this application process.
Thank you,
Lorraine Daly

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Eberhardt
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
question
Monday, March 14, 2016 2:47:52 PM

Can you please answer this one - again - I can not find any regulations on it.
Our operation is only going to be a bakery /   we are not processing plants for extract, etc   only baking.
According to current State restaurant regulations — if you are not frying / deep frying, etc you are not required to
have an exhaust hood. (example Subway restaurants, Urban Greens downtown, many others)
An exhaust hood is a very expensive endeavor and if we don’t have to have one it would be good.

thanks,
Pete

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nick and Bobbi Allen
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Questions about marijuana waste disposal
Friday, March 11, 2016 1:00:42 PM

To Whom this may concern,
Hello, I am looking into marijuana waste management. I was wondering if it is possible to
open a "marijuana waste management" business where a person, or persons, could do a pick
up service throughout the legal businesses and grind/compost the waste? Or does each
individual business need to do this themselves? Also I am not finding very much information
except for one page in the 3AAC 306 statutes on the laws and regulations for waste disposal,
are there any other resources available? Any information is greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
Bobbi Jo

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gingershinness
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Questions about security
Monday, March 07, 2016 11:52:00 AM

Hello,
Just a few specific questions. I'm working on my opperation plan for a limited marijuana
cultivation facility. Are there requirements for any specific type of alarm system? Does it
have to be the type that notifies local law enforcement? Or can it just notify me? I found that
the regs really didn't spell that part out clearly.
So surveillance cameras...there are a lot of different products on the market. Do the cameras
need to record 24/7? Or can they be motion activated?
I plan to purchase cameras that record in night vision, in that case, do I still need exterior
lighting of areas under surveilance? And if so, can those be motion activated?
Thank you for your time,
Ginger Shinness
Sent from my Samsung smartphone, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nick and Bobbi Allen
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Questions about the marijuana handler permit education course
Monday, February 29, 2016 12:13:44 PM

To whom this may concern,
Hello, my name is Bobbi Allen and I am working on a curriculum for the marijuana handler
permit education course and I
have a question about one of the mandatory topics. I am looking for information on " the
penalties for an unlawful act by a licensee, an employee, or an agent of a marijuana
establishment."
Any information would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
    Bobbi Jo

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Wolcott
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Questions: wine + marijuana sales in Alaska
Thursday, March 10, 2016 4:18:16 PM

Hi there,
Is the sale of alcohol (specifically wine) allowed at the same location where recreational marijuana is sold
in Alaska? I am the brand manager for a wine called Insomnia and believe it is a brand that would do well
as a cross-merchandising item with recreational marijuana. I know that the State of Oregon does not,
currently, allow the sale of alcohol at recreational marijuana stores but am unfamiliar with Alaska rules
and regulations.   
I look forward to your reply!
Best Regards,
SARAH WOLCOTT
MANAGER, BRAND DEVELOPMENT
TERRAVANT WINE COMPANY
Headquarters: 35 Industrial Way, Buellton, CA 93427
541.550.6660 | sarah@terravant.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian O"Connor
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Quick Question Regarding License Spreadsheets
Thursday, March 17, 2016 4:55:27 PM

Two Whom It May Concern:
I've been reviewing the spreadsheets of application statuses you helpfully provided in today's
press release and I couldn't escape the feeling they'd been generated from an .xls file.
Any chance I could get a copy of the .xls file the .pdf was generated from? Particularly if one
exists with zip codes as a sortable column?
My eye doctor will thank you.
Brian O'Connor
Reporter
Mat-Su Valley Frontiersman
Office: (907) 352-2270
Cell: (907) 414-3995
brian.oconnor@frontiersman.com
Facebook
Twitter: @reporterbriano

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

boxbe-notifications@boxbe.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: !!!! Marijuana Establishment License Application - Action Required!!!!! (Action Requested)
Friday, February 26, 2016 2:13:47 PM
Delivery report
Undelivered Message.msg

Hello Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored),
Your message "!!!! Marijuana Establishment License Application - Action Required!!!!!" to me
was waitlisted.
Get your message to my inbox by clicking the following link.
CLICK HERE
Hi - You just sent me an email about "!!!! Marijuana Establishment License Application Action Required!!!!!". I'll be more likely to see your email and future messages if you are on
my priority Guest List.
Thank you,
cwdunc@gmail.com
P.S. ...you'll only have to do this once. Future emails will appear immediately in my inbox.

Supercharge your Email
Boxbe, Inc. | 65 Broadway, Suite 601 | New York, NY 10006
Privacy Policy | Unsubscribe

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leif Abel
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: !!!! Marijuana Establishment License Application - Action Required!!!!!
Friday, February 26, 2016 2:26:01 PM

You just exposed that whole list you e mailed. People will be upset.
Leif Abel
(907) 252-5172
leifabel@yahoo.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The content of this e-mail is confidential and intended for the recipient only. If you have
received this e-mail in error please delete it immediately.
On Feb 26, 2016, at 2:08 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
If you’ve received this email, it’s because AMCO has identified errors in your initiated
marijuana establishment license application(s) that would require you re-accomplish
your public notice requirements.
You must list every human being who has a financial interest in the license (direct or
indirect) as either an owner or affiliate. Each entity that has ownership in a license
must also have its human owner listed as affiliates.
The designated owner field needs to be a human being and cannot be anything but a
human being.
The physical address of your premises cannot be a PO Box. It must be the actual
physical address of your proposed premises.
Remember that you can’t change any information on your application after you click
the submit button. Please read the application instructions and then review your
application carefully to ensure its complete and accurate prior to submitting.
HOW TO CORRECT YOUR ISSUES:
Please access your initiated license application after 4:30pm on February 26th. AMCO
staff will have changed the status of your application to “new”, rather than “initiated”,
so you can make necessary adjustments and re-submit your application. The
information you’ve entered previously should still be there. Be absolutely sure to enter
affiliate information for any human being who has any percentage of ownership or
financial interest, however small. You will not be afforded this opportunity again.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stacy Wasinger
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: 3 ACC 306.735
Friday, February 26, 2016 10:21:53 AM

Good morning,
Okay, great – thank you for the clarification!
I have another question regarding the process from the licensing perspective. Will the MCB or the
Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office require that an application have an approved site
plan/building review via the Department of Public Safety (Division of Fire and Life Safety, Plan
Review Bureau) prior to the issuance of a license?
Thanks again,
Stacy
Stacy Wasinger
Planner III | FNSB Community Planning
swasinger@fnsb.us
907-459-1262

From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) [mailto:marijuana@alaska.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2016 2:49 PM
To: Stacy Wasinger
Subject: FW: 3 ACC 306.735

Stacy,
This is a question of interpretation for the MCB. Each application will be reviewed on its own merits
and we won’t know the answer to this question until the board begins reviewing applications. It’s
also possible that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) might have something to
say about this. The regulations specify the temperature of the water must be “suitable” to promote
health and safety, sanitization and cleanliness. To some that will mean hot water, but I can’t say
what that will mean to the MCB.
From: Andrews, Maxine R (CED) [mailto:maxine.andrews@alaska.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2016 2:43 PM
To: Calder, John P (CED); Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: 3 ACC 306.735

Good afternoon,
I’m with the FNSB Community Planning Department and we are processing several land use
conditional use permit applications as well as receiving quite a few inquiries regarding marijuana

establishments. A question that has recently been raised several times is whether porta-potty/sanican type facilities would be acceptable to meet the Heath and Safety Standards, particularly for
outdoor cultivation facilities. Also, if the requirement in 3 ACC 306.735(b)(2)(A) for a “adequate and
readily accessible toilet” is able to be met with a porta-potty/sani-can, would 3 ACC 306.735(b)(2)(B)
be able to be met with a separate facility? Meaning, if the porta-potty/sani-can is the toilet facility,
can the hand-washing facility be in another structure? And does the hand-washing facility need to
have hot water or just warm water available?
If you need any additional detail regarding the specific land use applications, please just let me
know.
Thanks in advance for your help!
Stacy
Stacy Wasinger
Planner III | FNSB Community Planning
swasinger@fnsb.us
907-459-1262

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stacy Wasinger
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: 3 ACC 306.735
Friday, February 26, 2016 2:49:04 PM

Okay, great – thanks again!
Stacy
Stacy Wasinger
Planner III | FNSB Community Planning
swasinger@fnsb.us
907-459-1262

From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) [mailto:marijuana@alaska.gov]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2016 2:36 PM
To: Stacy Wasinger
Subject: RE: 3 ACC 306.735

We will send a copy of a completed application to the State Fire Marshall and the DEC. They will
either notify us that there are no issues with the application or that they are waiting on something
from the applicant. Applicants should speak with the State Fire Marshall’s office and the DEC or any
other state or local public health, fire or safety organizations to determine what their requirements
are.
From: Stacy Wasinger [mailto:SWasinger@fnsb.us]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2016 10:22 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: RE: 3 ACC 306.735

Good morning,
Okay, great – thank you for the clarification!
I have another question regarding the process from the licensing perspective. Will the MCB or the
Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office require that an application have an approved site
plan/building review via the Department of Public Safety (Division of Fire and Life Safety, Plan
Review Bureau) prior to the issuance of a license?
Thanks again,
Stacy
Stacy Wasinger
Planner III | FNSB Community Planning
swasinger@fnsb.us

907-459-1262

From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) [mailto:marijuana@alaska.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2016 2:49 PM
To: Stacy Wasinger
Subject: FW: 3 ACC 306.735

Stacy,
This is a question of interpretation for the MCB. Each application will be reviewed on its own merits
and we won’t know the answer to this question until the board begins reviewing applications. It’s
also possible that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) might have something to
say about this. The regulations specify the temperature of the water must be “suitable” to promote
health and safety, sanitization and cleanliness. To some that will mean hot water, but I can’t say
what that will mean to the MCB.
From: Andrews, Maxine R (CED) [mailto:maxine.andrews@alaska.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2016 2:43 PM
To: Calder, John P (CED); Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: 3 ACC 306.735

Good afternoon,
I’m with the FNSB Community Planning Department and we are processing several land use
conditional use permit applications as well as receiving quite a few inquiries regarding marijuana
establishments. A question that has recently been raised several times is whether porta-potty/sanican type facilities would be acceptable to meet the Heath and Safety Standards, particularly for
outdoor cultivation facilities. Also, if the requirement in 3 ACC 306.735(b)(2)(A) for a “adequate and
readily accessible toilet” is able to be met with a porta-potty/sani-can, would 3 ACC 306.735(b)(2)(B)
be able to be met with a separate facility? Meaning, if the porta-potty/sani-can is the toilet facility,
can the hand-washing facility be in another structure? And does the hand-washing facility need to
have hot water or just warm water available?
If you need any additional detail regarding the specific land use applications, please just let me
know.
Thanks in advance for your help!
Stacy
Stacy Wasinger
Planner III | FNSB Community Planning
swasinger@fnsb.us
907-459-1262

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doreen Valadez
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: A couple of questions
Thursday, March 03, 2016 4:45:51 PM

Thank you very much.
LT. Doreen R Valadez
Seward Police Department
PO Box 167
Seward, AK 99664
(907) 224-3338

From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) [mailto:marijuana@alaska.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2016 4:14 PM
To: Doreen Valadez
Subject: RE: A couple of questions

AS 17.38.100(i) is prohibits the MCB from issuing a license to anyone who’s received a felony
conviction within the past 5 years. It’s included in HB 123, which amended AS 17.38 and can be
found at the following link:
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/portals/9/pub/MCB/StatutesAndRegulations/hb-123.pdf
This is available on our website at our marijuana regulations page:
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaRegulations.aspx

The personal use and possession limits are answered in our FAQ’s, also on our website. Please see
the complete list of FAQ’s as may help to answer some of your questions:
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.aspx
An excerpt:
AS 17.38.020 allows for the in-home production and possession of marijuana for personal
use. That statute specified that an adult over the age of 21 may grow up to six plants, up to
three of which may be flowering, in their home. The statute is silent on whether there is a
household limit on the number of plants that may be grown when more than one adult

resides there. There is legislation this session that may establish a 12 plant per household
limit. The Marijuana Control Board has clarified through definitions that personal grows and
assisting cannot be used to circumvent licensure requirements. See 3 AAC 306.990.
From: Doreen Valadez [mailto:dvaladez@cityofseward.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2016 3:12 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: A couple of questions

Hi, I’ve had several people ask questions that I can’t answer about marijuana regulations. The
department just received the amended regulations that went into effect on 2/21/16 but it’s still
unclear. One particular question comes from 3AAC 306.010 License Restrictions, (d) …. Prohibited
under AS 17.38.100(i) from receiving a marijuana license because of a conviction of a felony.
I’ve looked for AS 17.38.100(i) and can’t find what those prohibitions would be. Something else I
read said people who haven’t been convicted of a felony in the last 5 years would be eligible for a
license. So we are confused.
Another thing we would like clarified is the amount of plants allowed per household. Per person
over age 21? Flowering vs non-flowering? Ect.
We want to give people the correct information but when we don’t know it ourselves, that’s not
good.
Thank you for your time.
LT. Doreen R Valadez
Seward Police Department
PO Box 167
Seward, AK 99664
(907) 224-3338

NOTE: This message was trained as non-spam. If this is wrong, please correct the
training as soon as possible.
Spam
Not spam
Forget previous vote

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Merritt
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Alaska Cannabis Seed Regulations
Monday, March 14, 2016 2:04:48 PM

Hello again and thank you for your email. I have re-reviewed the links you provided, however
I do not see any mention of seed distribution. I see Clones are allowed to be gifted; has any
regulation been drafted for seeds? Can they be purchased/sold in Alaska?
Thank you for your time and assistance.
Chris
On Mon, Mar 14, 2016 at 2:33 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:

Thank you for your questions. All of your questions can be answered by reviewing our regulations
or the FAQ’s located on our webpage. Please use the following links to answer your questions.
Thank you very much.

https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaRegulations.aspx

https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.aspx

From: Chris Merritt [mailto:iamglad2b1@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 12:23 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Alaska Cannabis Seed Regulations

Hello,

I'm interested in learning more about Cannabis Seed Distribution regulations in Alaska.
Can seeds be purchased and sold? Can seed banks outside of Alaska supply seeds to Alaska
Residence? I've tried searching the Web for these regulations but have had no luck finding
any answers. I appreciate your time & attention. Any details you can forward me will be
helpful.

Thank you,

Chris

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Healy
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Daycare
Friday, March 11, 2016 9:41:55 AM

The minutes for that meeting show up as "unavailable" when I attempt to follow the link for
the minutes of that particular meeting. Is it possible to email me the minutes? Or is there
another way of obtaining the minutes that I am not aware of?
Thanks,
Mike

From: marijuana@alaska.gov
To: michaelrhealy@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Daycare
Date: Fri, 11 Mar 2016 18:16:57 +0000
This is a complex question that we cannot give a definitive answer for. Please see the MCB meeting
minutes from August 10, 2015 to gain more insight. Thank you.
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MCBMeetingAgendasandMinutes.aspx

From: Mike Healy [mailto:michaelrhealy@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2016 8:16 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Daycare

Does a daycare qualify as a "recreation or youth center", as it pertains to 3AAC 306.010?
Thanks,
Mike

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: fees
Tuesday, March 08, 2016 10:39:25 AM

Hello,
After you have submitted all of your documents and you inform us that your application is complete,
we will make payment options available.
Thank you,
AMCO Staff
From: manny Hernandez [mailto:thegreentundrallc@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 9:58 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: fees

We are planning to apply for a retail marijuana store license. We see there is a $1,000
application fee and a $5,000 license fee. When are each of these due?
Thank you
The Green Tundra, LLC

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clifford Smith
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Handler Permit Education Course
Thursday, February 25, 2016 2:06:52 PM

What is the deadline for return of MJ-10 with curriculum in order for it to be reviewed by
board at April 26 meeting?

On Thu, Feb 25, 2016, at 09:32 AM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) wrote:
It's available now. Got to our Marijuana Application page:
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaApplication.aspx
Expand the section highlighted below:

-----Original Message----From: Clifford Smith [mailto:cliff@vipalaska.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2016 6:50 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Handler Permit Education Course
Hi,
Got this off your website:
February 24, 2016 Forms available for potential education course providers to fill out
and return to AMCO Office with attached Curricula. Staff begin submitting applications

and curricula documents to board members as they are filed with AMCO.
Can't find this Course Provider Application Form MJ-10 on your website.
-Regards,

VIP Alaska, Inc.
2785 Beaver Loop Rd
Kenai, Alaska 99611
Phone (907) 335-1935
FAX (907) 335-1936
https://www.facebook.com/vipalaskainc
VIP ALASKA HAS MOVED. PLEASE UPDATE YOUR RECORDS WITH THE CONTACT
INFORMATION ABOVE. This message is only for the use of the intended
recipient and may contain information that is CONFIDENTIAL and
PROPRIETARY to VIP Alaska, Inc. If you are not the intended recipient,
please erase all copies of the message and its attachments and notify
the sender immediately.

Email had 1 attachment:
image001.jpg

37k (image/jpeg)
Regards,
VIP Alaska, Inc.
2785 Beaver Loop Rd
Kenai, Alaska 99611
Phone (907) 335-1935
FAX (907) 335-1936
https://www.facebook.com/vipalaskainc
VIP ALASKA HAS MOVED. PLEASE UPDATE YOUR RECORDS WITH THE
CONTACT INFORMATION ABOVE. This message is only for the use of the intended
recipient and may contain information that is CONFIDENTIAL and PROPRIETARY to VIP
Alaska, Inc. If you are not the intended recipient, please erase all copies of the message and
its attachments and notify the sender immediately.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thanks

peter eberhardt
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: location for edibles / bakery
Monday, March 14, 2016 1:48:45 PM

we'd have a lease. Does this mean we could do it?

Sent from my iPhone
> On Mar 14, 2016, at 1:31 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) <marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
>
> The answer to your question is located in 3AAC 306.015(c). You must have a right to possession of the premises.
This means a lease or deed.
>
> Please see out training videos on our marijuana application page:
> https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaApplication.aspx
>
> Also our regulations:
> https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaRegulations.aspx
>
>
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Peter Eberhardt [mailto:eberhardt@alaskan.com]
> Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 11:31 AM
> To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
> Cc: Josh Fink; maureen eberhardt; Lance Wells
> Subject: location for edibles / bakery
>
> Greetings — I tried but cannot find the language / conditions concerning our potential operating facility.
>
>
> We have a location in mind that meets all criteria however it would be a sublet situation i.e. we would rent out
space from a tenant (who’s landlord has already given permission).
>
> The tenant simply has too much unneeded square footage and would be agreeable to rent out to us the desired
space we need.
>
> Of course we would modify this area to make sure it complies with all current regulations.
>
> Can this be done? Hope so.
>
> thanks,
>
> Pete
>
>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Chase Griffith
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Past Conviction Hindering Brother from license?
Monday, February 29, 2016 8:51:31 AM
image001.png
image001.png

Thanks for your reply, I have read that over and over.
I was hoping for a response particular to my situation.
A simple yes or no would be greatly appreciated.
I look forward to your answer
Thank you
On Mon, Feb 29, 2016 at 8:49 AM Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) <marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
Please read the regulations linked below. Specifically 306.010(d)(2)(c)

https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/Portals/9/pub/MCB/StatutesAndRegulations/3AAC_306_FINALCLEANCOPY.pdf

From: Chase Griffith [mailto:chase.griffith@akpermafrost.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2016 11:13 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Past Conviction Hindering Brother from license?

Good morning, I am interested in acquiring a limited cultivation facility licence, and I plan on partnering up with my brother.

He got stopped at a routine traffic stop, and had a very small amount of marijuana on his person ~ 3 years ago.

please notice the charges below, and a response to his eligibility would be appreciated.

Thanks a lot in advance, and have a great weekend!

~Chase Griffith
Screen Shot 2016-02-26 at 11.12.14 AM.png

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

G Galleher
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Printed Copy of Marijuana Regulations
Thursday, March 10, 2016 11:15:53 AM

Thank you.
Gail
On Thu, Mar 10, 2016 at 9:04 AM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
The regulations are available on our website and you can either read them online or download and
print a copy for your records. Our regulations and statutes can be found here:

https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaRegulations.aspx

From: G Galleher [mailto:ggalleher@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 7:58 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Printed Copy of Marijuana Regulations

Do you provide printed copies of the marijuana regulations 3AAC_306 - I would like to stop
by and pick one up.

I own a commercial condo and the adjacent owner is renting to a marijuana grow
operation.    I would like to understand what the State of Alaska law is providing for when it
comes to legalization of grow operations and what rights I have as a normal business.

Besides the issues of legality, I also have concerns of the loss of condo association insurance
(underwriters disallow grow operations and will cancel our association policy), potential
attraction of crime, and any pungent smell invading my business.

Thank you,

Gail Galleher

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leila Kheiry
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Public notices for applications
Thursday, March 17, 2016 12:21:47 PM

Yes, but there are hundreds of them. Is there a way to search by community?
From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) [mailto:marijuana@alaska.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 12:20 PM
To: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored); Leila Kheiry
Subject: RE: Public notices for applications

The list of received applications is available on the front page of our website. Here is a direct link.
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/portals/9/pub/HomePage/MJinitiatedapplist1.pdf

From: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 10:01 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Cc: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Subject: FW: Public notices for applications

Christina Thibodeaux
Business Registration Examiner | Dept. of Commerce, Community and Economic Development | Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office  

550 W. 7th Ave. Ste. 1600 Anchorage, AK 99501 |  907.754.3588   |

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
Less paper is better for us and our environment.

From: Leila Kheiry [mailto:leila@krbd.org]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 11:27 AM
To: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Subject: Public notices for applications

How can I search for public notices for marijuana license applications for a specific community?
Thank you for your help.
Leila Kheiry
KRBD News Director

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Briody
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: question regarding security
Tuesday, March 08, 2016 3:29:54 PM

Ok, can you answer my non-hypothetical questions then?
Is it necessary for a door alarm system to contact 911?
Is there a minimum resolution for security cameras?
On Tue, Mar 8, 2016 at 8:08 AM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
The AMCO staff cannot answer hypothetical questions or give advice about how the
board will respond to a specific operating plan. The application is structured in a
way that requires an applicant to outline its operating plan and for the board to
review the plan and ultimately grant or deny the license. AMCO staff is not
authorized to tell any applicant that their plan is "good enough" to pass the board's
review. All hypothetical questions will be referred to the pertinent regulations and
the applicant must take on the responsibility of articulating its plan of meeting those
regulations to the board.

From: Steven Briody [mailto:whaleycooper@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 5:30 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: question regarding security

Hi,
regarding "(2) a security alarm system on all exterior doors and windows", my question is
would a motion sensor on the inside of the facility, faced at the door with an alarm be
sufficient? Or would it have to contact 911 or does it have to be the kind of alarm that is
triggered by the door/window opening? From how it's worded we're assuming an alarm like
this would work, but wanted to make sure.

Another question I have is about the security cameras. I remember early on hearing a
specified resolution, but can't find one in the final regs. The cameras we have will be 720p,
which seems sufficient enough, and to be able to actually store 40 days worth of footage. Is
there a minimum resolution I'm just not seeing?

Thanks for your help,

Steven Briody

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Eberhardt
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: question
Monday, March 14, 2016 3:36:25 PM

got it — thanks

Peter Eberhardt
Eberhardt Advertising
308 G St #318
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Tel/Fax 907 272 1505

> On Mar 14, 2016, at 3:33 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) <marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
>
> Mr. Eberhart,
>
> Neither AS 17.38 nor 3AAC 306 contain any language relating to exhaust hoods. This would be a matter for your
local government or State restaurant guidelines and regulations.
>
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Peter Eberhardt [mailto:eberhardt@alaskan.com]
> Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 2:48 PM
> To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
> Subject: question
>
> Can you please answer this one - again - I can not find any regulations on it.
>
> Our operation is only going to be a bakery /   we are not processing plants for extract, etc   only baking.
>
> According to current State restaurant regulations — if you are not frying / deep frying, etc you are not required to
have an exhaust hood. (example Subway restaurants, Urban Greens downtown, many others)
>
> An exhaust hood is a very expensive endeavor and if we don’t have to have one it would be good.
>
>
> thanks,
>
> Pete
>
>
>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gingershinness
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Questions about security
Tuesday, March 08, 2016 9:07:04 AM

Under section 3 SAC 306.715. The regulations state that a marijuana establishment must have
"a security alarm system on all exterior doors and windows"
This of course is a very simple statement. It does not specify whether or not this needs to be a
monitored alarm system. However, several lines down, it also states that the establishment
must "describe the actions to be taken by a licensee, employee, or agent of the marijuana
establishment when any automatic or electronic notification system motivation system alerts a
local law enforcement agency of an unauthorized breach of security." This statement also
does notbspecify if it is required for the alarm system to be monitered by an outside entity,
but does raise the question. I am simply trying to be sure I have a thorough understanding of
the regulations. This is not a hypothetical question. The regs are simply unclear on this issue.
Thank you,
Ginger Shinness

Sent from my Samsung smartphone, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message -------From: "Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)" <marijuana@alaska.gov>
Date: 03/08/2016 8:06 AM (GMT-09:00)
To: 'gingershinness' <gingershinness@gmail.com>
Cc: "Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)" <marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov>
Subject: RE: Questions about security
The AMCO staff cannot answer hypothetical questions or give advice about how the
board will respond to a specific operating plan. The application is structured in a way
that requires an applicant to outline its operating plan and for the board to review the
plan and ultimately grant or deny the license. AMCO staff is not authorized to tell any
applicant that their plan is "good enough" to pass the board's review. All hypothetical
questions will be referred to the pertinent regulations and the applicant must take on
the responsibility of articulating its plan of meeting those regulations to the board.

From: gingershinness [mailto:gingershinness@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 11:52 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Questions about security

Hello,
Just a few specific questions. I'm working on my opperation plan for a limited marijuana
cultivation facility. Are there requirements for any specific type of alarm system? Does it
have to be the type that notifies local law enforcement? Or can it just notify me? I found that
the regs really didn't spell that part out clearly.
So surveillance cameras...there are a lot of different products on the market. Do the cameras
need to record 24/7? Or can they be motion activated?
I plan to purchase cameras that record in night vision, in that case, do I still need exterior
lighting of areas under surveilance? And if so, can those be motion activated?

Thank you for your time,
Ginger Shinness

Sent from my Samsung smartphone, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nick and Bobbi Allen
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Questions about the marijuana handler permit education course
Tuesday, March 01, 2016 9:25:09 AM

Great! Thank you very much for the quick response.

Sent from my Samsung device

-------- Original message -------From: "Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)" <marijuana@alaska.gov>
Date: 03/01/2016 8:24 AM (GMT-09:00)
To: 'Nick and Bobbi Allen' <nickandbobbi@hotmail.com>
Subject: RE: Questions about the marijuana handler permit education course
Please see Article 8 of 3 AAC 306:
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaRegulations.aspx

John Calder
Administrative Officer
Alcohol & Marijuana Control Office
(907)-754-3427
From: Nick and Bobbi Allen [mailto:nickandbobbi@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, February 29, 2016 12:14 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Questions about the marijuana handler permit education course

To whom this may concern,
Hello, my name is Bobbi Allen and I am working on a curriculum for the marijuana handler
permit education course and I
have a question about one of the mandatory topics. I am looking for information on " the
penalties for an unlawful act by a licensee, an employee, or an agent of a marijuana
establishment."
Any information would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
    Bobbi Jo

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Carse
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
"Ronda"
Re: Questions for compliance
Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:24:02 PM

We have initiated an application for a marijuana retail license. We are in the process of doing renovations
on the retail space and have a couple of questions regarding the regulation requirements.
1. Although the regulations require "restricted access" to any area where marijuana is displayed or sold,
it does not specify what that term means. Does this mean you must have a separate "bud room" to
conduct the sale of marijuana or is it compliant to have the entire store as a restricted access area with
the required notices on the front door so that upon entry of the store, the employee checks the
identification, gives them a identification badge, and then supervises their viewing and selection of their
marijuana. We understand that would require one employee for every 5 customers in the store.
However, as indicated, we have limited square footage and would like the area for the selection of
marijuana as well as other accessories we plan to sell (i.e., pipes, t-shirts, CBD lotions, etc.), to be in one
room. Any guidance would be appreciated.
Thank you,
The Herbal Cache
Ronda Lambert
Susan Carse
(907) 360-5438

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

coldairalaska@hushmail.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Testing requirements for stores or cultivation in the bush
Wednesday, March 16, 2016 9:29:02 AM

Hi, My question has not been answered. Please tell me where I can get an answer. I am in the process of remodeling
a building to house a marijuana retail store. Should I apply for the license now and expect to have a solution to the
marijuana shipping(mailing, air cargo) legality question when my store opens? For example, will it be legal to send
marijuana through the mail or air cargo if you live off the road system?

thank you,
John Walker

Sent using Hushmail

On March 1, 2016 at 12:51 PM, "CED ABC Marijuana (CED sponsored)" <marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
>
>Please stay tuned for an update to our FAQ's. We've been working
>on response to this question and hope to have it on our website
>soon. Thank you for your question.
>
>https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.as
>px
>
>
>-----Original Message---->From: coldairalaska@hushmail.com
>[mailto:coldairalaska@hushmail.com]
>Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2016 12:12 PM
>To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
>Subject: Testing requirements for stores or cultivation in the bush
>
>
>
>HI,
>I live in Kotzebue. I would like to have a marijuana store and
>possible a cultivation facility in Kotzebue. I am aware that there
>are problems in getting the marijuana samples to and from the bush
>for the required testing. I am aware that shipping bulk marijuana
>from cultivation facilities may not be legal under federal law. Is
>there some solution to operating in the bush without having to
>ship bulk marijuana or samples to the lab in Anchorage for
>testing? I know that there was an exemption for cultivation or
>stores to operate in the bush(away from the road system) before
>the department of law approved the final marijuana regulations.
>
>I hope you understand my question.
>
>
>Thank you,

>John Walker
>
>Sent using Hushmail

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kewlghoul@aol.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Traveling
Friday, February 26, 2016 6:09:22 PM

None of the links you sent me seem to work they all lead to a message saying

404 - File or directory not found.
The resource you are looking for might have been removed, had its name
changed, or is temporarily unavailable.

From: marijuana@alaska.gov
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2016 10:49 AM
To: 'kewlghoul@aol.com'
Marijuana retail stores are not open for business yet. Please see the following timelines:
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/Portals/9/pub/Application%20Timeline%20post%20MCB.pdf
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/Portals/9/pub/Handler%20Permit%20Timeline%20post%20MCB.pdf
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/Portals/9/pub/Regulation%20Timeline%20post%20MCB.pdf
From: kewlghoul@aol.com [mailto:kewlghoul@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2016 7:36 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Traveling

I will be traveling to Alaska this summer. I was trying to find out if there are commercial places to
purchase marijuana. I understand that Marijuana is legal there and wanted to low how I Could find
stores that sell it. Are these stores common, or can you provide a list in the Anchorage area?
Thank you
David Gray

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Johnston, Naomi A (CED)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Traveling
Monday, February 29, 2016 8:40:18 AM

I found it and updated it. Webpage was pointed at the wrong folder
From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2016 6:56 PM
To: 'kewlghoul@aol.com'
Subject: RE: Traveling

Something has happened to them since I sent the links. I’m getting the same message. We will work on it
first thing tomorrow. Please check back tomorrow around midday. Thanks for bringing this to our
attention.
From: kewlghoul@aol.com [mailto:kewlghoul@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2016 8:08 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Re: Traveling

None of the links you sent me seem to work they all lead to a message saying

404 - File or directory not found.
The resource you are looking for might have been removed, had its name changed,
or is temporarily unavailable.

From: marijuana@alaska.gov
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2016 10:49 AM
To: 'kewlghoul@aol.com'
Marijuana retail stores are not open for business yet. Please see the following timelines:
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/Portals/9/pub/Application%20Timeline%20post%20MCB.pdf
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/Portals/9/pub/Handler%20Permit%20Timeline%20post%20MCB.pdf
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/Portals/9/pub/Regulation%20Timeline%20post%20MCB.pdf
From: kewlghoul@aol.com [mailto:kewlghoul@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2016 7:36 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Traveling

I will be traveling to Alaska this summer. I was trying to find out if there are commercial places to
purchase marijuana. I understand that Marijuana is legal there and wanted to low how I Could find
stores that sell it. Are these stores common, or can you provide a list in the Anchorage area?

Thank you
David Gray

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Brown
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE:
Thursday, February 25, 2016 10:07:46 PM

My main question is about transport and testing. Can I freight in a sample to have tested or
do I have to bring it on the plane to Anchorage and hand deliver it? A round trip ticket costs
about $1100 which can add up to a big cost if I have to carry it to be tested. I cannot find this
in the regulation.
Thanks, Jim Brown

From: marijuana@alaska.gov
To: mrfabulousjamesbrown@hotmail.com
Subject: RE:
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 2016 17:50:10 +0000

Thank you for your questions. You asked many questions, most of which are answered in regulation.
Please review the regulations here:

https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/Portals/9/pub/DisclaimerFinalRegs12.1.15.pdf
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaRegulations.aspx
Once you have reviewed the articles, please visit our FAQ here:
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.aspx
Most, if not all of your questions are answered by one of those two resources.

From: Jim Brown [mailto:mrfabulousjamesbrown@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2016 11:37 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Cc: Pudge Bottom
Subject:

Hello,
I have several questions that I would like to have answered.
I live in Sand Point which is located in the Shumagin Islands 570 air miles from Anchorage. We
(my wife Shirley and I) own a building that is on commercial property and built this building
originally as a pizza/beer wine establishment named Popof Pizza. We were in operation from
1987 - 2000 and we had a beer/wine license. We remodeled this building into a duplex and

rented it out and both units have separate entrances. Our current renters will be the
managers/caretakers of our property. The other part of the duplex we would like to license
for cultivation, manufacturer and sell.
1. I am concerned about expansion in the future. Can we get a license for 500 square feet and
under and then upgrade to a bigger one or should we apply for the 500 and over now and pay
the extra $4000?
2. The current tenants live downstairs. The downstairs is twice the square footage and the
upstairs. I am considering them moving upstairs and running the business downstairs. Can
the manager live in the building with a separate entrance?
3. Is there room for a marijuana "cafe" or place to smoke on premises?
4. Can we get separate licenses to grow, manufacture and sell on the same premises?
5. How do we test? Send out by freight or by mail?
6. My son and I want to be on the license. Is that OK?
Answers to these questions will help me when I start the application process. Please let me
know.
Thank you,
James Brown

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jennifer sterling
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
rules/BLDG/DISTANCE FROME ROAD/RUAL
Thursday, March 03, 2016 2:36:55 PM

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

#1 I LIVE 8 MILES FROME ANCHORPOINT ON A UNPAVED RUAL AREA ROAD,
THE INTENDED FACILITY IS ABOUT 50FT FROM A ACCESABALE DRIVEWAY. IS
THAT ACCEPTABLE?
#2 I PLAN ON SELLING ONLY
WHOLESALE AND NEVER HAVING ANY VISITORS,AS THIS IS A PRIVET
FACILITY: SO PLEASE DEFINE “VISITORS TO RESRICTED AREAS” AS ONCE
AGAIN ,NO VISTORS ALLOWED ! OFFICAL BUSSINESS
ONLY.
#3 I
PLAN ON RECYCLING ALL MY WASTE WATER IN MY VEGTABALE GARDEN IS
THIS ACCEPTABLE?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

coldairalaska@hushmail.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Testing requirements for stores or cultivation in the bush
Tuesday, March 01, 2016 12:11:45 PM

HI,
I live in Kotzebue. I would like to have a marijuana store and possible a cultivation facility in Kotzebue. I am aware
that there are problems in getting the marijuana samples to and from the bush for the required testing. I am aware
that shipping bulk marijuana from cultivation facilities may not be legal under federal law. Is there some solution to
operating in the bush without having to ship bulk marijuana or samples to the lab in Anchorage for testing? I know
that there was an exemption for cultivation or stores to operate in the bush(away from the road system) before the
department of law approved the final marijuana regulations.
I hope you understand my question.

Thank you,
John Walker
Sent using Hushmail

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Woodward
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Timeline question
Thursday, February 25, 2016 11:05:05 PM

I've read the regulations, but still need clarification on when the local "clock" begins.
I live in a the city has allowed retail sales.
So let's say for example I apply for a state retail sales license on July 1st, and I follow all the
reporting regulations. After the application is in, when does the city government discuss the
matter if the city requires a CUP for the site of the retail shop? What I mean is, does that
happen before or after the state approves the license?
Hope this makes sense, and thanks for the help.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

The Dalys
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Tracking system question
Friday, March 11, 2016 5:59:25 AM

Good Morning,
What product tracking system is the state intending on using? I would like to know in
order locate and purchase a system that will be compatible as required.
Thank you,
Mike Daly
Sitka, AK

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tustumena Smokehouse
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
transporting
Monday, March 14, 2016 4:12:17 PM

Good afternoon My name is Fred West, Iam interested in starting a security business in the
transporting of marijuana from cultivation plant to the testing lab. Also providing security
transportation for funds (tax payments for a example ) But I am having a problem finding any rules
or regulation on transportation. Thank you for helping Fred West

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kewlghoul@aol.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Traveling
Friday, February 26, 2016 5:38:32 AM

I will be traveling to Alaska this summer. I was trying to find out if there are commercial
places to purchase marijuana. I understand that Marijuana is legal there and wanted to low
how I Could find stores that sell it. Are these stores common, or can you provide a list in the
Anchorage area?
Thank you
David Gray

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Luke Stowe
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Tribal Cannabis
Thursday, February 25, 2016 3:09:22 PM

Good afternoon,
I am curious if the requirement to list all shareholders of an involved entity includes those
shareholders of Alaska Native Corporations, both regional and village corporations. It would seem
that the listing requirement would preclude any and all Alaska Native Corporations the opportunity
to obtain any form of cannabis business license. Would you please clarify?
Thank you and best regards,
Luke Stowe
lukes@tdxcorp.com
907-762-8470 work
907-441-7434 cell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Seth Robinson
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Waste Disposal; 3 AAC 306.740. Waste disposal
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 10:45:00 PM

Hello, AMCO.
Firstly, thanks for your hard work answering questions about marijuana regulations.
I've researched 3 AAC 306.740 [Waste Disposal] and have a question about waste disposal
and composting.
"(a) A marijuana establishment shall store, manage, and dispose of any solid or liquid waste,
including wastewater generated during marijuana cultivation production, processing, testing,
or retail sales, in compliance with applicable federal, state, and local statutes, or ordinances,
regulations, and other law.
(b) Marijuana waste must be rendered unusable for any purpose for which it was grown or
produced before it leaves a marijuana establishment..." (3 AAC 306.740)
My question: Can a cultivator compost their "marijuana plant waste, including roots, etc, that
have not been processed with solvent," and then use that compost for their cultivation
activities? In other words, the excess plant waste is composted and reused with the cultivation
processes, and doesn't leave the marijuana establishment.
Thank you,
Seth R.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tustumena Smokehouse
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
water wells
Thursday, March 17, 2016 11:16:05 AM

Good morning here on the Kenai peninsula they are staring to build growing operation (marijuana)
Do they have to have their water wells engineered designed and DEC approved ? Also there septic
tanks and drains/ Some of these people have their septic tank close to their well. Talk about cross
contamination. We in the fish processing business have to have our water tested every month Wells
engineered designed DEC approved. For the safety of the public. The public is going to smoke or eat
that product. And it all starts with the water and the septic. Just wanted to know thank you I know
you have your hands full fred

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan Fingerhut
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Question on Application
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 3:38:41 PM

Hello,
I am planning to apply for a Retail Marijuana License, and wanted to
know what is required for the description of how marijuana will be
displayed? Is a description of the case requirements (locked, glass
protecting from customer handling of product) all that is required, or
do I need a mock up drawing example? I am available by phone at (206)
829-9516 or by email at ryanfi@gcarcompanies.com .
Thank you,
Ryan Fingerhut

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Paul Disdier
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Question regarding retail store bathroom
Monday, March 21, 2016 10:43:43 AM
retail building plot.pdf

Hello,
We are hoping to secure a marijuana retail space in downtown Juneau DBA The Fireweed
Factory LLC. The building is an historic one that is unusual in size and location. Apparently, it is
the smallest separate business store in town tucked between two other old buildings. The interior
space is only about 150 sq. feet. The State marijuana regulations require a bathroom for each
establishment, but this location does not have water supplied to it.
The city of Juneau has a regulation permitting the use of a nearby permitted bathroom for
businesses. Here is the section out of Title 19 which is the City Ordinance that modifies the Building Codes.

19.03.2902.3.2 - Plumbing systems; location of toilet facilities in occupancies other than covered
mall buildings.
In the exception, add a second paragraph as follows:
"For minor uses, the building official may approve facilities in nearby buildings under the same or
different ownership with adequate assurance of continued access."
(Serial No. 2009-16(b), § 2, 9-21-2009; Serial No. 2014-19(c), § 3, 7-30-2014, eff. 7-31-2014)
Our hours of operation would match those of the adjacent business providing the bathroom. There
are two bars and two restaurants close by. I have also attached a plat of the proposed property
and photos.
Would it be possibly to make use of the city’s ordinance in order to comply with the State
regulation? We would of course provide a signed agreement with the business providing the
bathroom. Thank you for your consideration.
June Hall and Paul V. Disdier

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Downs, John@Wildlife
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Alaska"s experience with BioTrackTHC
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:16:23 PM

Hi Cynthia,
Thanks for your reply. And thanks for the information.
I’m equally interested in Franwell Metric. I’d like to know what’s working, what’s not, specific
challenges and where improvements could be made.
Thanks,
John
From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) [mailto:marijuana@alaska.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 2:14 PM
To: Downs, John@Wildlife
Subject: RE: Alaska's experience with BioTrackTHC

Hi John,
Biotrack, THC is not involved in Alaska’s state seed to sale tracking system. Franwell won the
contract. It is my understanding Hawaii got Biotrack and we know Washington state has it as well.
Sorry we could not be of more assistance.
Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351
From: Downs, John@Wildlife [mailto:John.Downs@wildlife.ca.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 11:19 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Alaska's experience with BioTrackTHC

Hello,
California is now developing a Medical Cannabis Cultivation Program. I’m interested in learning
about Alaska's experience with BioTrackTHC. I’d like to know what’s working, what’s not, specific
challenges and where improvements could be made.
I would appreciate it if you could put me in touch with someone wo is working with the BioTrackTHC
system.
Sincerely,

John Downs, Senior Environmental Scientist - Specialist
CVPIA & Delta Fish Agreement Coordinator
State Wide Water Planning Program
Water Branch
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
830 S Street
Sacramento, CA 95811
(916) 445-1730 office
(916) 445-1768 fax
John.Downs@wildlife.ca.gov
www.wildlife.ca.gov

Every Californian should conserve water. Find out how at:
SaveOurWater.com · Drought.CA.gov

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Franklin, Cynthia A (CED)
RE: Application for Marijuana Handler Permit Instructor
Friday, April 08, 2016 4:48:37 PM

I have put it in the folder

-Jane
From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:48 PM
To: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Cc: Franklin, Cynthia A (CED)
Subject: FW: Application for Marijuana Handler Permit Instructor

This individual failed to follow instructions and sent their MJ Handler Course provider application to
the wrong box.

From: marcy@lawcorner.net [mailto:marcy@lawcorner.net]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:54 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Application for Marijuana Handler Permit Instructor
Greetings, Ms. Franklin and the Marijuana Control Board;
Please find, attached, my application to become a Marijuana Handler Permit Instructor
under the business, Alaska Cannabis Industries. The pertinent documents have be scanned
into a single PDF file for your convenience.
Please contact me directly, if you have any questions or concerns, so that I might address
them forthwith.
Sincerely,
Ronda L. Marcy, Owner
Alaska Cannabis Industries

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeremiah Emmerson
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Clones
Friday, March 18, 2016 3:17:47 PM

Ok, that right there is what is confusing, how can you estimate the
sales tax on a clone. Clones are either going to be set in rockwool,
oasis cubes, or will be directly placed into soil.
So, when I weigh my clone, I am also weighing the rockwool cubes/oasis
cubes/soil?
You see my issue here? There is aeroponic cloning method and you could
potentially weigh them out, but the problem with that, is the roots are
very delicate, you generally don't want to tamper with them much.
This is going to be an issue trying to figure out what to tax these at.
Jeremiah
On 3/18/2016 1:42 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) wrote:
> Mr. Emmerson,
>
> Consumers can buy clones in a retail marijuana store. Article 4 clearly outlines how a cultivation facility will
package and track clones.
>
> All marijuana is taxed at the cultivator level, including clones.
>
> AMCO staff
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Jeremiah Emmerson [mailto:ezjtharocka@gmail.com]
> Sent: Friday, March 18, 2016 12:16 PM
> To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
> Subject: Clones
>
> How can a personal use consumer legally buy clones once licenses are issued? Can you please also address if
there are taxes involved for cultivators.
>
> Regards,
>
> Jeremiah

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeremiah Emmerson
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Clones
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 2:48:14 PM

Excellent, thank you AMCO and Director Franklin. May I have that
contact information? I would like to make a tax recommendation to them.
Jeremiah
On 3/23/2016 1:35 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) wrote:
> An issue for Revenue. I have passed your concern along to them. Thanks for your input.
>
> Cynthia Franklin, Director
> Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
> 907-269-0351
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Jeremiah Emmerson [mailto:ezjtharocka@gmail.com]
> Sent: Friday, March 18, 2016 3:18 PM
> To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
> Subject: Re: Clones
>
> Ok, that right there is what is confusing, how can you estimate the sales tax on a clone. Clones are either going to
be set in rockwool, oasis cubes, or will be directly placed into soil.
>
> So, when I weigh my clone, I am also weighing the rockwool cubes/oasis cubes/soil?
>
> You see my issue here? There is aeroponic cloning method and you could potentially weigh them out, but the
problem with that, is the roots are very delicate, you generally don't want to tamper with them much.
>
> This is going to be an issue trying to figure out what to tax these at.
>
> Jeremiah
>
> On 3/18/2016 1:42 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) wrote:
>> Mr. Emmerson,
>>
>> Consumers can buy clones in a retail marijuana store. Article 4 clearly outlines how a cultivation facility will
package and track clones.
>>
>> All marijuana is taxed at the cultivator level, including clones.
>>
>> AMCO staff
>>
>> -----Original Message---->> From: Jeremiah Emmerson [mailto:ezjtharocka@gmail.com]
>> Sent: Friday, March 18, 2016 12:16 PM
>> To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
>> Subject: Clones
>>
>> How can a personal use consumer legally buy clones once licenses are issued? Can you please also address if
there are taxes involved for cultivators.
>>

>> Regards,
>>
>> Jeremiah

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dollynda fleck
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: cultivation stock question
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 10:31:11 PM

Great, thank you for explaining.
One quick question, I submitted an application for the marijuana handler permit course
provider. Should I expect any communication via email to learn of its progress or just listen in
on April 27?
Thanks again
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
On Wed, Mar 23, 2016 at 12:18 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
Dollynda,

Yes, a licensed marijuana cultivation facility may purchase clones or seeds from another licensed
facility. I made the following change the day I wrote you back but apparently failed to save and
publish it. This is now on the website:

It’s expected that cultivators will either start their plants from seeds or from cuttings only
after receiving a license from the Marijuana Control Board. The regulations require that all
cuttings that are 8" tall and present on the licensed premises on the day of license issuance
be entered into METRC, the marijuana inventory tracking system. After the initial
inventory is established, the regulations prohibit personal use marijuana or any marijuana
that was not grown in a licensed marijuana cultivation facility and tracked as such being
entered into the tracking system.

Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351

From: dollynda fleck [mailto:jeffndol@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 1:07 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: cultivation stock question

Hello,

I asked last week about the initial stock being used to start up a cultivation facility. the
FAQ-s page states that after the initial start up no marijuana grown off premises can be
entered into the facility tracking system. The question was is it referring to BUD or all
marijuana? Can't a legal facility purchase clones or seeds legally in the state and enter new
strains into the tracking system? It is important that marijuana cultivation facilities have
room to expand the strains available and not just the initial few it may start with. I did
receive a response indicating the website would clarify this, but still have not seen an
update.

Thank you for your time,
Dollynda Phelps

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dollynda fleck
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: cultivation stock question
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 3:50:21 PM

Thank you for clarifying! Most appreciated.
This will work :)
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
On Wed, Mar 23, 2016 at 12:18 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
Dollynda,

Yes, a licensed marijuana cultivation facility may purchase clones or seeds from another licensed
facility. I made the following change the day I wrote you back but apparently failed to save and
publish it. This is now on the website:

It’s expected that cultivators will either start their plants from seeds or from cuttings only
after receiving a license from the Marijuana Control Board. The regulations require that all
cuttings that are 8" tall and present on the licensed premises on the day of license issuance
be entered into METRC, the marijuana inventory tracking system. After the initial
inventory is established, the regulations prohibit personal use marijuana or any marijuana
that was not grown in a licensed marijuana cultivation facility and tracked as such being
entered into the tracking system.

Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351

From: dollynda fleck [mailto:jeffndol@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 1:07 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: cultivation stock question

Hello,

I asked last week about the initial stock being used to start up a cultivation facility. the
FAQ-s page states that after the initial start up no marijuana grown off premises can be
entered into the facility tracking system. The question was is it referring to BUD or all
marijuana? Can't a legal facility purchase clones or seeds legally in the state and enter new
strains into the tracking system? It is important that marijuana cultivation facilities have
room to expand the strains available and not just the initial few it may start with. I did
receive a response indicating the website would clarify this, but still have not seen an
update.

Thank you for your time,
Dollynda Phelps

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
dollynda fleck
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: cultivation stock question
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 12:18:50 PM

Dollynda,
Yes, a licensed marijuana cultivation facility may purchase clones or seeds from another licensed
facility. I made the following change the day I wrote you back but apparently failed to save and
publish it. This is now on the website:

It’s expected that cultivators will either start their plants from seeds or from cuttings
only after receiving a license from the Marijuana Control Board. The regulations
require that all cuttings that are 8" tall and present on the licensed premises on the
day of license issuance be entered into METRC, the marijuana inventory tracking
system. After the initial inventory is established, the regulations prohibit personal use
marijuana or any marijuana that was not grown in a licensed marijuana cultivation
facility and tracked as such being entered into the tracking system.

Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351
From: dollynda fleck [mailto:jeffndol@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 1:07 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: cultivation stock question

Hello,
I asked last week about the initial stock being used to start up a cultivation facility. the
FAQ-s page states that after the initial start up no marijuana grown off premises can
be entered into the facility tracking system. The question was is it referring to BUD or
all marijuana? Can't a legal facility purchase clones or seeds legally in the state and
enter new strains into the tracking system? It is important that marijuana
cultivation facilities have room to expand the strains available and not just the initial
few it may start with. I did receive a response indicating the website would clarify this,
but still have not seen an update.
Thank you for your time,
Dollynda Phelps

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dollynda fleck
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: cultivation stock question
Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:40:06 AM

What about seeds that I have that I want to enter into the tracking system? Can I enter all the
genetics I already have in seed form or only that which I am using for an initial crop?
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
On Wed, Mar 23, 2016 at 10:31 PM, dollynda fleck
<jeffndol@yahoo.com> wrote:
Great, thank you for explaining.
One quick question, I submitted an application for the marijuana handler permit course
provider. Should I expect any communication via email to learn of its progress or just
listen in on April 27?
Thanks again
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
On Wed, Mar 23, 2016 at 12:18 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
Dollynda,

Yes, a licensed marijuana cultivation facility may purchase clones or seeds from another
licensed facility. I made the following change the day I wrote you back but apparently failed
to save and publish it. This is now on the website:

It’s expected that cultivators will either start their plants from seeds or from cuttings
only after receiving a license from the Marijuana Control Board. The regulations
require that all cuttings that are 8" tall and present on the licensed premises on the day
of license issuance be entered into METRC, the marijuana inventory tracking system.
After the initial inventory is established, the regulations prohibit personal use
marijuana or any marijuana that was not grown in a licensed marijuana cultivation
facility and tracked as such being entered into the tracking system.

Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351

From: dollynda fleck [mailto:jeffndol@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 1:07 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: cultivation stock question

Hello,

I asked last week about the initial stock being used to start up a cultivation facility. the
FAQ-s page states that after the initial start up no marijuana grown off premises can be
entered into the facility tracking system. The question was is it referring to BUD or all
marijuana? Can't a legal facility purchase clones or seeds legally in the state and enter
new strains into the tracking system? It is important that marijuana cultivation facilities
have room to expand the strains available and not just the initial few it may start with. I
did receive a response indicating the website would clarify this, but still have not seen
an update.

Thank you for your time,
Dollynda Phelps

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

delbridge@alaska.net
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Distance from a church Lot
Friday, April 08, 2016 4:54:42 PM

Dear Cynthia,
    I have contacted your office previously and asked questions pertaining to this property
which is located in Fairbanks (218 Marten Dr.   zoned Rural Agriculture) and I am
considering licensing for a marijauana cultivation facility. My lot adjoins an active
churchand I am trying to determine if I can stay within the State of Alaska regulations to
produce Marijuana on the property in the existing building. I have measured with a tape
measure and find that it measures approx. 250 ft. from the main entrance of my shop to the
property line. Since I did not feel comfortable going onto the church property I do not know
exactly how far it is from my property line to the entrance of the church.   I would guess that
it is between 100 and 150 feet to the church main entrance.    I talked with the borough people
and they thought that the regulation was based on the nearest pedestrian route which we took
to mean travelling in a roundabout fashion up my driveway, along the subdivision road
(Marten Drive,) along McGrath Road and down the Church driveway. That was the only
driveable or easily walking path. That route measured approximately 1300 feet.    .There is
currently no fence seperating my property from the church property, but the lot is heavily
wooded and there would be no clear view available from the church onto my property. A
direct route from the church propertyy to my proposed facility would entail trespassing for a
considerable distance and would not be easy walking since it is heavily wooded. Can
you clarify the regulations for me.
On Fri, 25 Mar 2016 22:11:23 +0000, "Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)"
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
Mr. Delbridge,
In your application, you are required to swear that your proposed establishment is not within
500 feet of the church, measured main entrance to main entrance. That is about all I can tell
you about it. If you swear to that because it is the truth, it should be fine. If you swear to it
and it is not true, that is obviously a problem. I am in no position to tell you how far it is
from your proposed premises to the church.
Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office
-----Original Message----From: delbridge@alaska.net [mailto:delbridge@alaska.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 12:02 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Distance from a church Lot
DearSirs,I
earlier called your office to find out about the distance required from a church that is
neighbor to my lot.   I am proposing to use an existing garage that is approximately 300 feet
from the adjoining lot line between my lot (which is 10 acres of rural agriculture land)
located on Marten Drive, for an indoor marijuana growing facility.   The North Star

Borough has already agreed that I am more than the required 100 foot setback from the
church lot line.   They asked me to check with you to see if the state requirement was more
restrictive.   The structure in question is an existing 24 by 48 square foot garage that is
approximately 500 feet from the actual church building and is seperated by heavy trees.   As
stated the rough measurement from the nearest corner of the building is 300 feet to the lot
line between the church and my lot.   There is another approximate 200 feet from the
church's lot line and the actual church building.
My driveway and the only entrance to my property is accessed from Marten Drive which is
an unpaved subdivision road the runs along the border of my property which is on the
opposite side from the church.  Please contact me as soon as you can so that I can continue
to make plans in the process of submitting my plans for approval by the North Star
Borough.
Thank You,
Bruce Delbridge
218 Marten Dr.
Fairbanks, Alaska, 99712
phone # 907 460 7523

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Wells
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Entity Documents Requirements.
Wednesday, April 13, 2016 9:37:04 AM

Thx, LCW
From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) [mailto:marijuana@alaska.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2016 9:36 AM
To: Lance Wells <lwells@gci.net>
Cc: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored) <marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov>
Subject: RE: Entity Documents Requirements.
Mr. Wells,
Thank you for your questions. Specific questions regarding an application or the licensing process
should go to marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov (cc’d above). This email box (marijuana@alaska.gov) is
meant for general questions, not specific to an application or the licensing process. Don’t worry
about sending this request again as I’ve forwarded your question already. Thanks again.
From: Lance Wells [mailto:lwells@gci.net]
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2016 9:01 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Entity Documents Requirements.

Can you please describe what exactly you are looking to be filed for with entity documents i.e. LLC
organization doc’s, biennial report, business license, certificate or organization..articles of incorp
etc. Please advise. Thank you. You all are doing a great job. Thank you. Lance

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2015.0.6189 / Virus Database: 4545/12025 - Release Date: 04/13/16

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
RE: Leased Space Unit # Change On Application
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 3:22:16 PM

We can reset the application, one time, back to "new" so that you can make the changes/start over. What is the
license marijuana license number?.. and please make sure you use the email used on the application.
Thank you
AMCO Staff
-----Original Message----From: Stephen D. Kretschek [mailto:stephen@kretschek.com]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2016 2:09 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Leased Space Unit # Change On Application
We submitted an application indicating unit # 2 on our application and may be required to occupy unit # 4 in the
same building. Do we have to start our application over or just modify the application indicating the new unit #. All
other aspects of our application remain the same.

Thanks,
Steve
907.232.2189
stephen@kretschek.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

peter eberhardt
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: location for edibles / bakery
Friday, March 18, 2016 3:42:46 PM

You're entirely correct.   Apologies
Sent from my iPhone
> On Mar 18, 2016, at 1:51 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) <marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
>
> Please read the website. We cannot answer a question like this and then have you say we told you that something
would be approved. It is up to you to provide AMCO and the board with information in a specific application that
meets the regulatory requirements.
>
> AMCO Staff
> -----Original Message----> From: peter eberhardt [mailto:eberhardt@alaskan.com]
> Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 1:49 PM
> To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
> Subject: Re: location for edibles / bakery
>
> Thanks     we'd have a lease. Does this mean we could do it?
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
>> On Mar 14, 2016, at 1:31 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) <marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
>>
>> The answer to your question is located in 3AAC 306.015(c). You must have a right to possession of the
premises. This means a lease or deed.
>>
>> Please see out training videos on our marijuana application page:
>> https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaApplication.aspx
>>
>> Also our regulations:
>> https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaRegulations.aspx
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> -----Original Message---->> From: Peter Eberhardt [mailto:eberhardt@alaskan.com]
>> Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 11:31 AM
>> To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
>> Cc: Josh Fink; maureen eberhardt; Lance Wells
>> Subject: location for edibles / bakery
>>
>> Greetings —   I tried but cannot find the language / conditions concerning our potential operating facility.
>>
>>
>> We have a location in mind that meets all criteria however it would be a sublet situation i.e. we would rent out
space from a tenant (who’s landlord has already given permission).
>>
>> The tenant simply has too much unneeded square footage and would be agreeable to rent out to us the desired
space we need.

>>
>> Of course we would modify this area to make sure it complies with all current regulations.
>>
>> Can this be done? Hope so.
>>
>> thanks,
>>
>> Pete
>>
>>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jonathan Singer
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Marijuana Policy Questions
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 10:40:46 AM

Thank you Cynthia for all the wonderful information. This is exactly what I was looking for. I
may email you further if more questions arise, but you have been a great help. Thank you and
have a wonderful day.
-Mitch Hughes, Legislative Intern
On Tue, Mar 29, 2016 at 12:21 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
Hi Mitch,

There is a project underway to create something we are calling a consumption endorsement for
Retail Marijuana Stores. Retail Marijuana Stores are one of our four statutorily created license
types. We do not have dispensaries or medical marijuana regulations in Alaska.

The consumption endorsement project is in its early stages. It will be an area of a retail store
where members of the public are permitted to consume marijuana or marijuana products
purchased in the store. Local governments will have a separate right of protest, so they could say
yes to the store but no to the consumption endorsement if they have strict smoking ordinances,
for instance. The rules around the consumption are in the process of being written. It will be easy
for you to follow along on our website: https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/. The
Marijuana Control Board will review the first draft of the rules for the consumption endorsement
at its April 27, 2016 meeting. The draft will then be posted on the website for 30 days of public
comment. It will likely be both on the front page and under the section titled “Marijuana Statutes
and Regulations” on the left hand bar.

The first stores in Alaska are expected to be licensed in September of 2016, approximately 90 days
after the first cultivation facilities are licensed in June. It is our hope that the regulation project
can stay on track so that consumption endorsements could be issued shortly after or in
conjunction with retail store licenses.

Hope this helps,

Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards

907-269-0351

From: Jonathan Singer [mailto:repsinger@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 7:04 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Marijuana Policy Questions

Hello, my name is Mitch Hughes and I am a legislative intern working for Colorado Representative Jonathan
Singer, House District 11. I am writing to you to ask what plans your state has in regards to social use of
marijuana, such as recreational use. I was told you may have something in the works for this area of policy and I
was hoping to find out what those plans were. Any information you can give me is appreciated. Thank you for
your time and I hope to hear back from you soon.
-Mitch Hughes, Legislative Intern

-State Representative
JONATHAN SINGER
2201 14th Avenue, #2-204
Longmont, CO 80501
Home: 303-875-4727
Capitol: 303-866-2780
E-mail: jonathan.singer.house@state.co.us

-State Representative
JONATHAN SINGER
2201 14th Avenue, #2-204
Longmont, CO 80501
Home: 303-875-4727
Capitol: 303-866-2780
E-mail: jonathan.singer.house@state.co.us

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Shane Osowski
McConnell, Erika B.; Honest, Miranda L.
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Thursday, March 24, 2016 11:01:05 AM

I’m 2 and 0 regarding applicants submitting for STATE approval in illegal locations, so I’m not as
confident as you.
This is all new to everyone. And without slamming any industry, the president of “Smoke & Toke
Sales” may not be as astute when applying for permits as the president of Conoco Phillips. My two
recent examples presumably wasted $1,000 each on an application fee without first securing a legal
location.
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From: McConnell, Erika B. [mailto:McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 10:42 AM
To: Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com>; Honest, Miranda L.
<HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov
Subject: RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Just to clarify—when the MOA begins receiving applications for marijuana establishments, those
applications will be posted on the MOA website through our CityView Portal system. At this time
we have not accepted any applications because we require a completed state application, and the
state has not deemed any applications to be complete.
However, it is unlikely that an applicant will submit for a municipal license/land use permit in an
illegal location (such as a residential district).
From: Shane Osowski [mailto:Shane@akcondolaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:56 AM
To: McConnell, Erika B. <McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us>; Honest, Miranda L.
<HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov
Subject: RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087

I am glad the city does not post addresses.
And I doubt the state recognizes this, but at another location, we actually had people “cruising
around looking to buy marijuana” prior to approval of any licensing or even occupancy of the vacant
condominium, apparently based on publication of the proposed address and/or GPS coordinates.
And addresses are critical to determine distances from the nearest church or school, but publication
is a double edged sword.
Hopefully this will settle down once we get further down the trail (and hopefully these applicants will
stop trying to set up in a condominium or homeowner’s association where it is not legally
permissible). Right now, however, it appears somebody with an improper location can still get more
than a $1,000 worth of “free advertising/clientele” just by submitting an application for publishing
on the state website and running a “Charlo Greene operation” until shut down.
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From: McConnell, Erika B. [mailto:McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:24 AM
To: Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com>; Honest, Miranda L.
<HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov
Subject: RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Dear Mr. Osowski,
Thanks for your email. I appreciate the concerns of the homeowner’s association. The Municipality
does not post the public notices that we receive from applicants for a state license on the municipal
website. I hope that the state is able to respond to Mr. Weaver’s request in a timely manner.
Sincerely,
Erika McConnell

Erika McConnell
Land Use and Development/Marijuana Coordinator
Office of Economic and Community Development
P 907-343-6182
C 907-538-9294

From: Shane Osowski [mailto:Shane@akcondolaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:26 PM
To: Honest, Miranda L. <HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov; McConnell, Erika B. <McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Subject: FW: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Dear Ms. Honest and Ms. McConnell,
We are forwarding an email message received from a marijuana license applicant who asserts that
he is withdrawing application for license no. 10087. The public notice listed on your website
reflected an improper location in the middle of a residential neighborhood across from a
homeowner’s association park/recreation/youth center. We believe the applicable zoning would
also prohibit the issuance of a license for this location, although the association has strong concerns
with any reference to the residential address of 2891 Morgan Loop, Anchorage, AK 99516 appearing
on your website. (The association previously experienced a robbery/holdup/kidnapping situation
when some drug dealers apparently used a mistaken address, and a similar risk exists with any
public information pointing potential criminals towards this location associated with a cash only
marijuana retail store). You may not be aware of the situation, but at
We do not wish to create any problems for Mr. Weaver if he later decides to seek a license with an
allowable address outside the homeowner’s association. We will be following up with you next
week, however, to ensure this particular application is withdrawn as requested by the applicant.
Any further assistance you can provide in scrubbing the address from public databases would be
GREATLY appreciated.
Thank you,
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From: Lou Weaver [mailto:louweaver@me.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 6:12 PM
To: Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com>
Subject: Re: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087

Good Evening Shane,
I just went to the web site for my application attempting to edit or delete my file to remove my
physical address that is posted as the future site of my proposed retail business, but I am
unable to change the file. I will call the MCB tomorrow and request my application be
deleted. I will be flying up to Barrow on the morning flight and cell coverage is
troublesome, I'll be returning this weekend but will stay on this issue until it is resolved.
Lou Weaver
907-205-1705
On Mar 22, 2016, at 05:12 PM, Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com> wrote:
Mr. Weaver,
Our firm represents the Terraces Homeowners Association. You apparently
caused quite a stir when your retail marijuana store application listed “2891
Morgan Loop” as the physical address for a retail marijuana sales establishment.
We understand you told the association manager that you intend to open a store
at 1551 East Tudor Road, and the proposed business location is NOT “2891
Morgan Loop.” Attached, however, is a copy of the “Public Notice” downloaded
from the Alcohol & Marijuana Control Board indicating your home address as
the physical location for the business. The listed GPS coordinates apparently
point to a third location at 13101 Glen Alps Road.
We are asking that you immediately clarify the situation, correct the Public Notice
to remove 2891 Morgan Loop as the physical address for this business, and
provide documentation confirming the correction has been made.
This is a HUGE concern to the homeowner’s association, as we previously had an
armed robbery/hostage situation involving guns and drugs where one of the
criminals obtained an incorrect address on Tulin Park Loop. The association will
strongly object to any effort to store or sell marijuana at your home address, or
advertise that the home has anything to do with a marijuana dealer. Frankly, we
would strongly prefer you not even list Morgan Loop as your MAILING address,
recognizing that marijuana businesses handle large sums of cash that most
banking institutions cannot presently accomodate. You seem to be inviting a
robbery by posting your home address on the internet, associated in any way with
a marijuana dealership. Our firm represents another (commercial condominium)
association where patrons showed up and tried to purchase marijuana simply
based upon the address and GPS coordinates listed on their application (prior to
approval or commencement of business, as the applicant withdrew their
submission after receiving the Homeowner’s Association objection).
The declaration for the Terraces strictly prohibits any type of business operation,
other than home professional pursuits with no external evidence of a “business.”
(So an accountant may work on files at home during the evening, but may not
meet with clients at the residence). We can assure you this restriction will be
STRICTLY enforced, especially in any situation involving marijuana sales.
Violations can result in fines (secured by a lien), injunctive litigation, and

potentially the foreclosure of property if fines are levied and unpaid.
We are attaching a draft letter that I prepared before the manager informed me of
your address discrepancy. We assume you would much prefer to avoid having
any “objection” or “protest” to your licensing effort, so we will not finalize or
send the letter if you correct the address and provide documentation of that
correction within five days.
We wish you the best in your upcoming business venture, although we also
respectfully insist that your business not impact The Terraces in any manner.
Please contact me with any questions or concerns regarding the above, and we
thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this
message to any third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender
and delete all copies of this e-mail.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

McConnell, Erika B.
"Shane Osowski"; Honest, Miranda L.
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Thursday, March 24, 2016 10:42:04 AM

Just to clarify—when the MOA begins receiving applications for marijuana establishments, those
applications will be posted on the MOA website through our CityView Portal system. At this time
we have not accepted any applications because we require a completed state application, and the
state has not deemed any applications to be complete.
However, it is unlikely that an applicant will submit for a municipal license/land use permit in an
illegal location (such as a residential district).
From: Shane Osowski [mailto:Shane@akcondolaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:56 AM
To: McConnell, Erika B. <McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us>; Honest, Miranda L.
<HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov
Subject: RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
I am glad the city does not post addresses.
And I doubt the state recognizes this, but at another location, we actually had people “cruising
around looking to buy marijuana” prior to approval of any licensing or even occupancy of the vacant
condominium, apparently based on publication of the proposed address and/or GPS coordinates.
And addresses are critical to determine distances from the nearest church or school, but publication
is a double edged sword.
Hopefully this will settle down once we get further down the trail (and hopefully these applicants will
stop trying to set up in a condominium or homeowner’s association where it is not legally
permissible). Right now, however, it appears somebody with an improper location can still get more
than a $1,000 worth of “free advertising/clientele” just by submitting an application for publishing
on the state website and running a “Charlo Greene operation” until shut down.
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From: McConnell, Erika B. [mailto:McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us]

Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:24 AM
To: Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com>; Honest, Miranda L.
<HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov
Subject: RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Dear Mr. Osowski,
Thanks for your email. I appreciate the concerns of the homeowner’s association. The Municipality
does not post the public notices that we receive from applicants for a state license on the municipal
website. I hope that the state is able to respond to Mr. Weaver’s request in a timely manner.
Sincerely,
Erika McConnell

Erika McConnell
Land Use and Development/Marijuana Coordinator
Office of Economic and Community Development
P 907-343-6182
C 907-538-9294

From: Shane Osowski [mailto:Shane@akcondolaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:26 PM
To: Honest, Miranda L. <HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov; McConnell, Erika B. <McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Subject: FW: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Dear Ms. Honest and Ms. McConnell,
We are forwarding an email message received from a marijuana license applicant who asserts that
he is withdrawing application for license no. 10087. The public notice listed on your website
reflected an improper location in the middle of a residential neighborhood across from a
homeowner’s association park/recreation/youth center. We believe the applicable zoning would
also prohibit the issuance of a license for this location, although the association has strong concerns
with any reference to the residential address of 2891 Morgan Loop, Anchorage, AK 99516 appearing
on your website. (The association previously experienced a robbery/holdup/kidnapping situation
when some drug dealers apparently used a mistaken address, and a similar risk exists with any
public information pointing potential criminals towards this location associated with a cash only
marijuana retail store). You may not be aware of the situation, but at
We do not wish to create any problems for Mr. Weaver if he later decides to seek a license with an
allowable address outside the homeowner’s association. We will be following up with you next
week, however, to ensure this particular application is withdrawn as requested by the applicant.

Any further assistance you can provide in scrubbing the address from public databases would be
GREATLY appreciated.
Thank you,
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From: Lou Weaver [mailto:louweaver@me.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 6:12 PM
To: Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com>
Subject: Re: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087

Good Evening Shane,
I just went to the web site for my application attempting to edit or delete my file to remove my
physical address that is posted as the future site of my proposed retail business, but I am
unable to change the file. I will call the MCB tomorrow and request my application be
deleted. I will be flying up to Barrow on the morning flight and cell coverage is
troublesome, I'll be returning this weekend but will stay on this issue until it is resolved.
Lou Weaver
907-205-1705
On Mar 22, 2016, at 05:12 PM, Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com> wrote:
Mr. Weaver,
Our firm represents the Terraces Homeowners Association. You apparently
caused quite a stir when your retail marijuana store application listed “2891
Morgan Loop” as the physical address for a retail marijuana sales establishment.
We understand you told the association manager that you intend to open a store
at 1551 East Tudor Road, and the proposed business location is NOT “2891
Morgan Loop.” Attached, however, is a copy of the “Public Notice” downloaded
from the Alcohol & Marijuana Control Board indicating your home address as
the physical location for the business. The listed GPS coordinates apparently
point to a third location at 13101 Glen Alps Road.
We are asking that you immediately clarify the situation, correct the Public Notice
to remove 2891 Morgan Loop as the physical address for this business, and
provide documentation confirming the correction has been made.

This is a HUGE concern to the homeowner’s association, as we previously had an
armed robbery/hostage situation involving guns and drugs where one of the
criminals obtained an incorrect address on Tulin Park Loop. The association will
strongly object to any effort to store or sell marijuana at your home address, or
advertise that the home has anything to do with a marijuana dealer. Frankly, we
would strongly prefer you not even list Morgan Loop as your MAILING address,
recognizing that marijuana businesses handle large sums of cash that most
banking institutions cannot presently accomodate. You seem to be inviting a
robbery by posting your home address on the internet, associated in any way with
a marijuana dealership. Our firm represents another (commercial condominium)
association where patrons showed up and tried to purchase marijuana simply
based upon the address and GPS coordinates listed on their application (prior to
approval or commencement of business, as the applicant withdrew their
submission after receiving the Homeowner’s Association objection).
The declaration for the Terraces strictly prohibits any type of business operation,
other than home professional pursuits with no external evidence of a “business.”
(So an accountant may work on files at home during the evening, but may not
meet with clients at the residence). We can assure you this restriction will be
STRICTLY enforced, especially in any situation involving marijuana sales.
Violations can result in fines (secured by a lien), injunctive litigation, and
potentially the foreclosure of property if fines are levied and unpaid.
We are attaching a draft letter that I prepared before the manager informed me of
your address discrepancy. We assume you would much prefer to avoid having
any “objection” or “protest” to your licensing effort, so we will not finalize or
send the letter if you correct the address and provide documentation of that
correction within five days.
We wish you the best in your upcoming business venture, although we also
respectfully insist that your business not impact The Terraces in any manner.
Please contact me with any questions or concerns regarding the above, and we
thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this
message to any third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender
and delete all copies of this e-mail.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Shane Osowski
McConnell, Erika B.; Honest, Miranda L.
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:56:29 AM

I am glad the city does not post addresses.
And I doubt the state recognizes this, but at another location, we actually had people “cruising
around looking to buy marijuana” prior to approval of any licensing or even occupancy of the vacant
condominium, apparently based on publication of the proposed address and/or GPS coordinates.
And addresses are critical to determine distances from the nearest church or school, but publication
is a double edged sword.
Hopefully this will settle down once we get further down the trail (and hopefully these applicants will
stop trying to set up in a condominium or homeowner’s association where it is not legally
permissible). Right now, however, it appears somebody with an improper location can still get more
than a $1,000 worth of “free advertising/clientele” just by submitting an application for publishing
on the state website and running a “Charlo Greene operation” until shut down.
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From: McConnell, Erika B. [mailto:McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:24 AM
To: Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com>; Honest, Miranda L.
<HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov
Subject: RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Dear Mr. Osowski,
Thanks for your email. I appreciate the concerns of the homeowner’s association. The Municipality
does not post the public notices that we receive from applicants for a state license on the municipal
website. I hope that the state is able to respond to Mr. Weaver’s request in a timely manner.
Sincerely,
Erika McConnell

Erika McConnell
Land Use and Development/Marijuana Coordinator
Office of Economic and Community Development
P 907-343-6182
C 907-538-9294

From: Shane Osowski [mailto:Shane@akcondolaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:26 PM
To: Honest, Miranda L. <HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov; McConnell, Erika B. <McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Subject: FW: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Dear Ms. Honest and Ms. McConnell,
We are forwarding an email message received from a marijuana license applicant who asserts that
he is withdrawing application for license no. 10087. The public notice listed on your website
reflected an improper location in the middle of a residential neighborhood across from a
homeowner’s association park/recreation/youth center. We believe the applicable zoning would
also prohibit the issuance of a license for this location, although the association has strong concerns
with any reference to the residential address of 2891 Morgan Loop, Anchorage, AK 99516 appearing
on your website. (The association previously experienced a robbery/holdup/kidnapping situation
when some drug dealers apparently used a mistaken address, and a similar risk exists with any
public information pointing potential criminals towards this location associated with a cash only
marijuana retail store). You may not be aware of the situation, but at
We do not wish to create any problems for Mr. Weaver if he later decides to seek a license with an
allowable address outside the homeowner’s association. We will be following up with you next
week, however, to ensure this particular application is withdrawn as requested by the applicant.
Any further assistance you can provide in scrubbing the address from public databases would be
GREATLY appreciated.
Thank you,
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From: Lou Weaver [mailto:louweaver@me.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 6:12 PM
To: Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com>
Subject: Re: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087

Good Evening Shane,
I just went to the web site for my application attempting to edit or delete my file to remove my
physical address that is posted as the future site of my proposed retail business, but I am
unable to change the file. I will call the MCB tomorrow and request my application be
deleted. I will be flying up to Barrow on the morning flight and cell coverage is
troublesome, I'll be returning this weekend but will stay on this issue until it is resolved.
Lou Weaver
907-205-1705
On Mar 22, 2016, at 05:12 PM, Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com> wrote:
Mr. Weaver,
Our firm represents the Terraces Homeowners Association. You apparently
caused quite a stir when your retail marijuana store application listed “2891
Morgan Loop” as the physical address for a retail marijuana sales establishment.
We understand you told the association manager that you intend to open a store
at 1551 East Tudor Road, and the proposed business location is NOT “2891
Morgan Loop.” Attached, however, is a copy of the “Public Notice” downloaded
from the Alcohol & Marijuana Control Board indicating your home address as
the physical location for the business. The listed GPS coordinates apparently
point to a third location at 13101 Glen Alps Road.
We are asking that you immediately clarify the situation, correct the Public Notice
to remove 2891 Morgan Loop as the physical address for this business, and
provide documentation confirming the correction has been made.
This is a HUGE concern to the homeowner’s association, as we previously had an
armed robbery/hostage situation involving guns and drugs where one of the
criminals obtained an incorrect address on Tulin Park Loop. The association will
strongly object to any effort to store or sell marijuana at your home address, or
advertise that the home has anything to do with a marijuana dealer. Frankly, we
would strongly prefer you not even list Morgan Loop as your MAILING address,
recognizing that marijuana businesses handle large sums of cash that most
banking institutions cannot presently accomodate. You seem to be inviting a
robbery by posting your home address on the internet, associated in any way with
a marijuana dealership. Our firm represents another (commercial condominium)
association where patrons showed up and tried to purchase marijuana simply
based upon the address and GPS coordinates listed on their application (prior to
approval or commencement of business, as the applicant withdrew their
submission after receiving the Homeowner’s Association objection).
The declaration for the Terraces strictly prohibits any type of business operation,

other than home professional pursuits with no external evidence of a “business.”
(So an accountant may work on files at home during the evening, but may not
meet with clients at the residence). We can assure you this restriction will be
STRICTLY enforced, especially in any situation involving marijuana sales.
Violations can result in fines (secured by a lien), injunctive litigation, and
potentially the foreclosure of property if fines are levied and unpaid.
We are attaching a draft letter that I prepared before the manager informed me of
your address discrepancy. We assume you would much prefer to avoid having
any “objection” or “protest” to your licensing effort, so we will not finalize or
send the letter if you correct the address and provide documentation of that
correction within five days.
We wish you the best in your upcoming business venture, although we also
respectfully insist that your business not impact The Terraces in any manner.
Please contact me with any questions or concerns regarding the above, and we
thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this
message to any third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender
and delete all copies of this e-mail.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

McConnell, Erika B.
"Shane Osowski"; Honest, Miranda L.
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:28:09 AM

Dear Mr. Osowski,
Thanks for your email. I appreciate the concerns of the homeowner’s association. The Municipality
does not post the public notices that we receive from applicants for a state license on the municipal
website. I hope that the state is able to respond to Mr. Weaver’s request in a timely manner.
Sincerely,
Erika McConnell

Erika McConnell
Land Use and Development/Marijuana Coordinator
Office of Economic and Community Development
P 907-343-6182
C 907-538-9294

From: Shane Osowski [mailto:Shane@akcondolaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:26 PM
To: Honest, Miranda L. <HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov; McConnell, Erika B. <McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Subject: FW: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Dear Ms. Honest and Ms. McConnell,
We are forwarding an email message received from a marijuana license applicant who asserts that
he is withdrawing application for license no. 10087. The public notice listed on your website
reflected an improper location in the middle of a residential neighborhood across from a
homeowner’s association park/recreation/youth center. We believe the applicable zoning would
also prohibit the issuance of a license for this location, although the association has strong concerns
with any reference to the residential address of 2891 Morgan Loop, Anchorage, AK 99516 appearing
on your website. (The association previously experienced a robbery/holdup/kidnapping situation
when some drug dealers apparently used a mistaken address, and a similar risk exists with any
public information pointing potential criminals towards this location associated with a cash only
marijuana retail store). You may not be aware of the situation, but at
We do not wish to create any problems for Mr. Weaver if he later decides to seek a license with an
allowable address outside the homeowner’s association. We will be following up with you next
week, however, to ensure this particular application is withdrawn as requested by the applicant.
Any further assistance you can provide in scrubbing the address from public databases would be

GREATLY appreciated.
Thank you,
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From: Lou Weaver [mailto:louweaver@me.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 6:12 PM
To: Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com>
Subject: Re: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087

Good Evening Shane,
I just went to the web site for my application attempting to edit or delete my file to remove my
physical address that is posted as the future site of my proposed retail business, but I am
unable to change the file. I will call the MCB tomorrow and request my application be
deleted. I will be flying up to Barrow on the morning flight and cell coverage is
troublesome, I'll be returning this weekend but will stay on this issue until it is resolved.
Lou Weaver
907-205-1705
On Mar 22, 2016, at 05:12 PM, Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com> wrote:
Mr. Weaver,
Our firm represents the Terraces Homeowners Association. You apparently
caused quite a stir when your retail marijuana store application listed “2891
Morgan Loop” as the physical address for a retail marijuana sales establishment.
We understand you told the association manager that you intend to open a store
at 1551 East Tudor Road, and the proposed business location is NOT “2891
Morgan Loop.” Attached, however, is a copy of the “Public Notice” downloaded
from the Alcohol & Marijuana Control Board indicating your home address as
the physical location for the business. The listed GPS coordinates apparently
point to a third location at 13101 Glen Alps Road.
We are asking that you immediately clarify the situation, correct the Public Notice
to remove 2891 Morgan Loop as the physical address for this business, and
provide documentation confirming the correction has been made.

This is a HUGE concern to the homeowner’s association, as we previously had an
armed robbery/hostage situation involving guns and drugs where one of the
criminals obtained an incorrect address on Tulin Park Loop. The association will
strongly object to any effort to store or sell marijuana at your home address, or
advertise that the home has anything to do with a marijuana dealer. Frankly, we
would strongly prefer you not even list Morgan Loop as your MAILING address,
recognizing that marijuana businesses handle large sums of cash that most
banking institutions cannot presently accomodate. You seem to be inviting a
robbery by posting your home address on the internet, associated in any way with
a marijuana dealership. Our firm represents another (commercial condominium)
association where patrons showed up and tried to purchase marijuana simply
based upon the address and GPS coordinates listed on their application (prior to
approval or commencement of business, as the applicant withdrew their
submission after receiving the Homeowner’s Association objection).
The declaration for the Terraces strictly prohibits any type of business operation,
other than home professional pursuits with no external evidence of a “business.”
(So an accountant may work on files at home during the evening, but may not
meet with clients at the residence). We can assure you this restriction will be
STRICTLY enforced, especially in any situation involving marijuana sales.
Violations can result in fines (secured by a lien), injunctive litigation, and
potentially the foreclosure of property if fines are levied and unpaid.
We are attaching a draft letter that I prepared before the manager informed me of
your address discrepancy. We assume you would much prefer to avoid having
any “objection” or “protest” to your licensing effort, so we will not finalize or
send the letter if you correct the address and provide documentation of that
correction within five days.
We wish you the best in your upcoming business venture, although we also
respectfully insist that your business not impact The Terraces in any manner.
Please contact me with any questions or concerns regarding the above, and we
thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this
message to any third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender
and delete all copies of this e-mail.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

McConnell, Erika B.
"Shane Osowski"; Honest, Miranda L.
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Thursday, March 24, 2016 11:20:29 AM

Good point—however, the zoning locations are regulated by the MOA, not the state, so the state is
not in a position to advise applicants that their location is illegal. Planners at the MOA would advise
applicants that they are about to lay out $1700 for an application in an illegal location. Hopefully
that will help!!!
From: Shane Osowski [mailto:Shane@akcondolaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 11:01 AM
To: McConnell, Erika B. <McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us>; Honest, Miranda L.
<HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov
Subject: RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
I’m 2 and 0 regarding applicants submitting for STATE approval in illegal locations, so I’m not as
confident as you.
This is all new to everyone. And without slamming any industry, the president of “Smoke & Toke
Sales” may not be as astute when applying for permits as the president of Conoco Phillips. My two
recent examples presumably wasted $1,000 each on an application fee without first securing a legal
location.
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From: McConnell, Erika B. [mailto:McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 10:42 AM
To: Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com>; Honest, Miranda L.
<HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov
Subject: RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Just to clarify—when the MOA begins receiving applications for marijuana establishments, those
applications will be posted on the MOA website through our CityView Portal system. At this time
we have not accepted any applications because we require a completed state application, and the

state has not deemed any applications to be complete.
However, it is unlikely that an applicant will submit for a municipal license/land use permit in an
illegal location (such as a residential district).
From: Shane Osowski [mailto:Shane@akcondolaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:56 AM
To: McConnell, Erika B. <McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us>; Honest, Miranda L.
<HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov
Subject: RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
I am glad the city does not post addresses.
And I doubt the state recognizes this, but at another location, we actually had people “cruising
around looking to buy marijuana” prior to approval of any licensing or even occupancy of the vacant
condominium, apparently based on publication of the proposed address and/or GPS coordinates.
And addresses are critical to determine distances from the nearest church or school, but publication
is a double edged sword.
Hopefully this will settle down once we get further down the trail (and hopefully these applicants will
stop trying to set up in a condominium or homeowner’s association where it is not legally
permissible). Right now, however, it appears somebody with an improper location can still get more
than a $1,000 worth of “free advertising/clientele” just by submitting an application for publishing
on the state website and running a “Charlo Greene operation” until shut down.
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From: McConnell, Erika B. [mailto:McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:24 AM
To: Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com>; Honest, Miranda L.
<HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov
Subject: RE: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Dear Mr. Osowski,

Thanks for your email. I appreciate the concerns of the homeowner’s association. The Municipality
does not post the public notices that we receive from applicants for a state license on the municipal
website. I hope that the state is able to respond to Mr. Weaver’s request in a timely manner.
Sincerely,
Erika McConnell

Erika McConnell
Land Use and Development/Marijuana Coordinator
Office of Economic and Community Development
P 907-343-6182
C 907-538-9294

From: Shane Osowski [mailto:Shane@akcondolaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:26 PM
To: Honest, Miranda L. <HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Cc: Marijuana@Alaska.gov; McConnell, Erika B. <McConnellEB@ci.anchorage.ak.us>
Subject: FW: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087
Dear Ms. Honest and Ms. McConnell,
We are forwarding an email message received from a marijuana license applicant who asserts that
he is withdrawing application for license no. 10087. The public notice listed on your website
reflected an improper location in the middle of a residential neighborhood across from a
homeowner’s association park/recreation/youth center. We believe the applicable zoning would
also prohibit the issuance of a license for this location, although the association has strong concerns
with any reference to the residential address of 2891 Morgan Loop, Anchorage, AK 99516 appearing
on your website. (The association previously experienced a robbery/holdup/kidnapping situation
when some drug dealers apparently used a mistaken address, and a similar risk exists with any
public information pointing potential criminals towards this location associated with a cash only
marijuana retail store). You may not be aware of the situation, but at
We do not wish to create any problems for Mr. Weaver if he later decides to seek a license with an
allowable address outside the homeowner’s association. We will be following up with you next
week, however, to ensure this particular application is withdrawn as requested by the applicant.
Any further assistance you can provide in scrubbing the address from public databases would be
GREATLY appreciated.
Thank you,
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515

(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From: Lou Weaver [mailto:louweaver@me.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 6:12 PM
To: Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com>
Subject: Re: Marijuana Retail Store Application - License No. 10087

Good Evening Shane,
I just went to the web site for my application attempting to edit or delete my file to remove my
physical address that is posted as the future site of my proposed retail business, but I am
unable to change the file. I will call the MCB tomorrow and request my application be
deleted. I will be flying up to Barrow on the morning flight and cell coverage is
troublesome, I'll be returning this weekend but will stay on this issue until it is resolved.
Lou Weaver
907-205-1705
On Mar 22, 2016, at 05:12 PM, Shane Osowski <Shane@akcondolaw.com> wrote:
Mr. Weaver,
Our firm represents the Terraces Homeowners Association. You apparently
caused quite a stir when your retail marijuana store application listed “2891
Morgan Loop” as the physical address for a retail marijuana sales establishment.
We understand you told the association manager that you intend to open a store
at 1551 East Tudor Road, and the proposed business location is NOT “2891
Morgan Loop.” Attached, however, is a copy of the “Public Notice” downloaded
from the Alcohol & Marijuana Control Board indicating your home address as
the physical location for the business. The listed GPS coordinates apparently
point to a third location at 13101 Glen Alps Road.
We are asking that you immediately clarify the situation, correct the Public Notice
to remove 2891 Morgan Loop as the physical address for this business, and
provide documentation confirming the correction has been made.
This is a HUGE concern to the homeowner’s association, as we previously had an
armed robbery/hostage situation involving guns and drugs where one of the
criminals obtained an incorrect address on Tulin Park Loop. The association will
strongly object to any effort to store or sell marijuana at your home address, or
advertise that the home has anything to do with a marijuana dealer. Frankly, we
would strongly prefer you not even list Morgan Loop as your MAILING address,
recognizing that marijuana businesses handle large sums of cash that most
banking institutions cannot presently accomodate. You seem to be inviting a

robbery by posting your home address on the internet, associated in any way with
a marijuana dealership. Our firm represents another (commercial condominium)
association where patrons showed up and tried to purchase marijuana simply
based upon the address and GPS coordinates listed on their application (prior to
approval or commencement of business, as the applicant withdrew their
submission after receiving the Homeowner’s Association objection).
The declaration for the Terraces strictly prohibits any type of business operation,
other than home professional pursuits with no external evidence of a “business.”
(So an accountant may work on files at home during the evening, but may not
meet with clients at the residence). We can assure you this restriction will be
STRICTLY enforced, especially in any situation involving marijuana sales.
Violations can result in fines (secured by a lien), injunctive litigation, and
potentially the foreclosure of property if fines are levied and unpaid.
We are attaching a draft letter that I prepared before the manager informed me of
your address discrepancy. We assume you would much prefer to avoid having
any “objection” or “protest” to your licensing effort, so we will not finalize or
send the letter if you correct the address and provide documentation of that
correction within five days.
We wish you the best in your upcoming business venture, although we also
respectfully insist that your business not impact The Terraces in any manner.
Please contact me with any questions or concerns regarding the above, and we
thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this
message to any third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender
and delete all copies of this e-mail.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

jimsamp@mosquitonet.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); jimsamp@mosquitonet.com
helmsbret@gmail.com
RE: Musky Ox, LLC
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 9:21:23 PM

Dear Director,
I received your email and just today was able to get a copy machine big enough to run off some of the information you sent
me, such as 131 pages of regulations. I have not been able to review all the information, so today I called your office and
talked with Joe S. I asked him that the Musky Ox LLC, #10134 and 310135 shows a 2/29/16 public notice date on your
website. I asked him if I still had time to object to the application as today is March 29th. Do I have an additional day or
does the public comment period start to run thrity (30) days after the last public notice in the Fairbanks Daily News Miner
dated March 18, 2016. Joe told me that the period for public comment runs thirty days from the March 18, 2016 date. I am
writing you to make sure I get confirmation of this important issue.
Honestly, we are not sure at this time whether or not we will oppose the application. I have reached out to the applicant, my
neighbor Mr. Mansker last week and he called yesterday. It is my intention and the intention of other neighbors to have
coffee with the applicant and try to better understand his marijuana pot growing operation.   This operation proposes to build
a Standard Marijuana Cultivation Facility in a residential neighborhood.
I also asked Joe today if he would ask you again if I am able to receive a copy of the Musky Ox LLC application and any
other correspondence, emails, etc. between the applicant tna the division or if I had to file a formal FOIA request. He said
that he didn't think the application could be made available to me. He said he would get back to me. Please let me know
what information the division will give me and what information they will not provide.
Thank you again. I can just imagine the work that has to go into implementing this new law and regs and I hope my requests
do not overburden your staff.
With kind regards,
Jim Sampson
Fairbanks, Alaska
On Fri, 25 Mar 2016 18:20:41 -0800, jimsamp@mosquitonet.com wrote:
Thank you . Certainly didn't expect a reply from the Director. Thank
you for your public service . Must be interesting to oversee this
change in our laws.
Sincerely,
Jim Sampson
On Thu, 24 Mar 2016 23:00:30 +0000, "Marijuana, CED ABC (CED
sponsored)" <marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
Mr. and Mrs. Sampson,
>
> It appears that you may have an objection to a specific marijuana
> license application. If so, please follow the instructions posted on
> our website at https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/Home.aspx.
> There are also recently posted frequently asked questions about the
> public input process that you can read here:
> https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.aspx.
>
> If you wish to lodge an objection, please follow the instructions and
> send your objection accordingly. If we do not receive an objection
> that has been perfected according to the regulation, your comment
> here will be passed along to the board at their next meeting as part
> of the “marijuana mailbox” section of the board packet.
>
> There is no way for us to notify you about the progress of a specific
> marijuana application. You may review the rules the Marijuana Control
> Board will apply in its decision on whether or not to issue a license
> here:
>

https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/Portals/9/pub/MCB/StatutesAndRegulations/3AAC_306_FINALCLEANCOPY.pdf
Our website also contains a spreadsheet that is updated every two weeks where you can follow the progress of the
application by license number through the statuses as it moves it way through the application process. That spreadsheet is
here. https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/portals/9/pub/HomePage/MJinitiatedapplist1.pdf There is a section of the
Frequently Asked Questions that addresses public input. You can read those here.
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.aspx Finally, your local government has a say in
where marijuana licenses will be located in your community and they have a right of protest to any application. You
should reach out to local government officials if you feel strongly about any application for a marijuana establishment
> license.
>
> Hope this helps.
>
> Cynthia Franklin, Director
> Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
> 907-269-0351
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: jimsamp@mosquitonet.com [mailto:jimsamp@mosquitonet.com] Sent:
> Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:41 PM
> To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
> Subject: Musky Ox, LLC
>
> I am a long time homeowner at 1000 Bennett Road in Fairbanks,
> Alaska. Bennett Road is approximately 2 miles long and is
> residential in nature. I recently saw an announcement in the
> local paper by Musky Ox LLC requesting a license for a new Standard
> Marijuana Cultivation Facility License 3. The applicant resides at
> 741 Bennett Road, Fairbanks, Alaska. I am interested in receiving
> any information submitted to the Alcohol and Marijuana Control
> Board/Office by Musky Ox LLC and/or any correspondence, emails, etc
> between Musky Ox LLC and the ABC Board or staff. I would ask
> that you to let me know when this application for a new Standard
> Marijuana Cultivation Facility will be on an agenda and would like to
> know what criteria the board uses to approve or deny this appication.
> Thank you for your public service and your assistance. Jim and Beth
> Sampson
> 1000 Bennett Road
> Fairbanks, Alaska 99712
> (907) 457-2725
>
>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jimsamp@mosquitonet.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Musky Ox, LLC
Thursday, March 31, 2016 2:22:21 PM

Would someone in this division confirm in writing via email that I have
30 days from 3/18/16 to lodge a protest to the musky OK LLC applications
Thank you
Jim Sampson

On Thu, 31 Mar 2016 21:56:06 +0000, "Marijuana, CED ABC
(CED sponsored)" <marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
Applications for marijuana applications will not be made available to
interested parties until they’ve been deemed complete by the
Director. There are somequestions in our FAQ’s address how an
application can be deemed complete. At this time there no applications
that have been deemed complete. Please review our FAQ’s here:
>
>
>
> https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.aspx
>
>
>
>
>
> From: jimsamp@mosquitonet.com [mailto:jimsamp@mosquitonet.com]Sent:
> Tuesday, March 29, 2016 9:21 PMTo: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED
> sponsored); jimsamp@mosquitonet.comCc: helmsbret@gmail.comSubject:
> RE: Musky Ox, LLC
>
>
>
> Dear Director,
>
>
>
> I received your email and just today was able to get a copy machine
> big enough to run off some of the information you sent me, such as
> 131 pages of regulations. I have not been able to review all the
> information, so today I called your office and talkedwith Joe S. I
> asked him that the Musky Ox LLC, #10134 and 310135 shows a 2/29/16
> public notice date on your website. I asked him if I still had time
> to object to the application as today is March 29th. Do I have an
> additional day or does the public commentperiod start to run thrity
> (30) days after the last public notice in the Fairbanks Daily News
> Miner dated March 18, 2016. Joe told me that the period for public
> comment runs thirty days from the March 18, 2016 date. I am writing
> you to make sure I get confirmationof this important issue.
>
>
>
> Honestly, we are not sure at this time whether or not we will oppose
> the application. I have reached out to the applicant, my neighbor

> Mr. Mansker last week and he called yesterday. It is my intention
> and the intention of other neighbors to have coffeewith the applicant
> and try to better understand his marijuana pot growing operation.  
> This operation proposes to build a Standard Marijuana Cultivation
> Facility in a residential neighborhood.
>
>
>
> I also asked Joe today if he would ask you again if I am able to
> receive a copy of the Musky Ox LLC application and any other
> correspondence, emails, etc. between the applicant tna the division
> or if I had to file a formal FOIA request. He said that hedidn't
> think the application could be made available to me. He said he
> would get back to me. Please let me know what information the
> division will give me and what information they will not provide.
>
>
>
> Thank you again. I can just imagine the work that has to go into
> implementing this new law and regs and I hope my requests do not
> overburden your staff.
>
>
>
> With kind regards,
>
>
>
> Jim Sampson
>
> Fairbanks, Alaska
>
> On Fri, 25 Mar 2016 18:20:41 -0800, jimsamp@mosquitonet.com wrote:
>
>       Thank you . Certainly didn't expect a reply from the Director. Thank
> you for your public service . Must be interesting to oversee this
> change in our laws.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> Jim Sampson
>
> On Thu, 24 Mar 2016 23:00:30 +0000, "Marijuana, CED ABC (CED
> sponsored)" <marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
> Mr. and Mrs. Sampson,
>>
> > It appears that you may have an objection to a specific marijuana >
> license application. If so, please follow the instructions posted on
> > our website at https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/Home.aspx.
> > There are also recently posted frequently asked questions about the
> > public input process that you can read here: >
> https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.aspx.
>>
> > If you wish to lodge an objection, please follow the instructions
> and > send your objection accordingly. If we do not receive an
> objection > that has been perfected according to the regulation, your
> comment > here will be passed along to the board at their next
> meeting as part > of the “marijuana mailbox” section of the board
> packet.
>>

> > There is no way for us to notify you about the progress of a
> specific > marijuana application. You may review the rules the
> Marijuana Control > Board will apply in its decision on whether or
> not to issue a license > here: >
>
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/Portals/9/pub/MCB/StatutesAndRegulations/3AAC_306_FINALCLEANCOPY.pdf
Our website also contains a spreadsheet that is updated every two weeks where you can follow the progress of the
application by license number throughthe statuses as it moves it way through the application process. That spreadsheet is
here.https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/portals/9/pub/HomePage/MJinitiatedapplist1.pdf There is a section of the
Frequently Asked Questions that addresses public input. You can read those
here.https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.aspx Finally, your local government has a say
in where marijuana licenses will be located in your communityand they have a right of protest to any application. You
should reach out to local government officials if you feel strongly about any application for a marijuana
> establishment
> > license.
>>
> > Hope this helps.
>>
> > Cynthia Franklin, Director
> > Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
> > 907-269-0351
>>
>>
> > -----Original Message----> > From: jimsamp@mosquitonet.com [mailto:jimsamp@mosquitonet.com] Sent:
> > Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:41 PM
> > To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
> > Subject: Musky Ox, LLC
>>
> > I am a long time homeowner at 1000 Bennett Road in Fairbanks, >
> Alaska. Bennett Road is approximately 2 miles long and is >
> residential in nature. I recently saw an announcement in the >
> local paper by Musky Ox LLC requesting a license for a new Standard >
> Marijuana Cultivation Facility License 3. The applicant resides at
> > 741 Bennett Road, Fairbanks, Alaska. I am interested in
> receiving > any information submitted to the Alcohol and Marijuana
> Control > Board/Office by Musky Ox LLC and/or any correspondence,
> emails, etc > between Musky Ox LLC and the ABC Board or staff.
> I would ask > that you to let me know when this application for a
> new Standard > Marijuana Cultivation Facility will be on an agenda
> and would like to > know what criteria the board uses to approve or
> deny this appication. > Thank you for your public service and your
> assistance. Jim and Beth > Sampson
> > 1000 Bennett Road
> > Fairbanks, Alaska 99712
> > (907) 457-2725
>>
>>
>
>
>
>

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Lance Wells; Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored); Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
lee3398900@gmail.com
RE: Please remove license application number 10264
Monday, April 11, 2016 4:29:44 PM

Application has been voided
AMCO Staff
From: Lance Wells [mailto:lwells@gci.net]
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2016 1:16 PM
To: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored); Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Please remove license application number 10264

Please remove license initiation application number 10264, as I was given a wrong address from the
landlord. I will refile under the proper address and under a new license. Lance

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thomas Greenman
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Calder, John P (CED)
RE: Point of Sale Clarification on Marijuana Initiative
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 5:01:49 PM
image004.png

At this point, our primary interest is there a requirement that the retail point of sale system have to track the
inventory via lots, from receiving to sale (to the customer)? Or is there any type of serialization that needs to be
done in any of the product sales? This would all be for retail sales, not distribution or manufacturing.
Thomas Greenman | Service Manager | ETA Certified Payments Professional (CPP)
Skurla’s POS Solutions | 1317 W Northern Lights Blvd, Suite 1, Anchorage, AK 99503
907-243-2683 office | 907-248-2466 fax | thomas@skurlas.com | www.skurlas.com

Helping Alaskan Businesses thrive by Delivering Superior Point of Sale Solutions, Services, and Expert Advice

From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) [mailto:marijuana@alaska.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 12:23 PM
To: Thomas Greenman <thomas@skurlas.com>
Cc: Calder, John P (CED) <john.calder@alaska.gov>
Subject: RE: Point of Sale Clarification on Marijuana Initiative
John is out this week.
I am not really sure what you want to discuss. Interfacing with the seed to sale tracking system? If so, it is
probably best to wait until Franwell does its Metrc presentations in early April then bring back questions after
that. Metrc is not up yet, so no one at AMCO is ready to start talking about the API between specific systems
and Metrc. If I have this completely wrong, please clarify.
Hope this helps.
Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351
From: Thomas Greenman [mailto:thomas@skurlas.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 10:56 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Cc: Lynn Skurla Perkins; Jesse Dison
Subject: Point of Sale Clarification on Marijuana Initiative

Hi John,
We are a local point of sale vendor here in Anchorage and are looking to provide point of sale solutions to
licensed retailers of marijuana. Do you have time this week for a 10 to 15 minute phone call to discuss some
specifics regarding how the State envisions handling transactions at a point of sale level?
Thanks in advance,
Thomas Greenman | Service Manager | ETA Certified Payments Professional (CPP)
Skurla’s POS Solutions | 1317 W Northern Lights Blvd, Suite 1, Anchorage, AK 99503
907-243-2683 office | 907-248-2466 fax | thomas@skurlas.com | www.skurlas.com

Helping Alaskan Businesses thrive by Delivering Superior Point of Sale Solutions, Services, and Expert Advice

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Calder, John P (CED)
"Thomas Greenman"; Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Franklin, Cynthia A (CED)
RE: Point of Sale Clarification on Marijuana Initiative
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 11:05:19 AM
image005.png
image007.png

There will be serialization required at point of sale. I believe it would be best for you to attend one of the Metrc
presentations held in AK April 6 – 9. A public notice will be coming out soon with specifics.
John Calder
Administrative Officer
Alcohol & Marijuana Control Office
(907)-754-3427
From: Thomas Greenman [mailto:thomas@skurlas.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 5:02 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Cc: Calder, John P (CED)
Subject: RE: Point of Sale Clarification on Marijuana Initiative
Importance: High

At this point, our primary interest is there a requirement that the retail point of sale system have to track the
inventory via lots, from receiving to sale (to the customer)? Or is there any type of serialization that needs to be
done in any of the product sales? This would all be for retail sales, not distribution or manufacturing.
Thomas Greenman | Service Manager | ETA Certified Payments Professional (CPP)
Skurla’s POS Solutions | 1317 W Northern Lights Blvd, Suite 1, Anchorage, AK 99503
907-243-2683 office | 907-248-2466 fax | thomas@skurlas.com | www.skurlas.com

Helping Alaskan Businesses thrive by Delivering Superior Point of Sale Solutions, Services, and Expert Advice

From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored) [mailto:marijuana@alaska.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 12:23 PM
To: Thomas Greenman <thomas@skurlas.com>
Cc: Calder, John P (CED) <john.calder@alaska.gov>
Subject: RE: Point of Sale Clarification on Marijuana Initiative
John is out this week.
I am not really sure what you want to discuss. Interfacing with the seed to sale tracking system? If so, it is
probably best to wait until Franwell does its Metrc presentations in early April then bring back questions after
that. Metrc is not up yet, so no one at AMCO is ready to start talking about the API between specific systems
and Metrc. If I have this completely wrong, please clarify.
Hope this helps.
Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351
From: Thomas Greenman [mailto:thomas@skurlas.com]

Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 10:56 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Cc: Lynn Skurla Perkins; Jesse Dison
Subject: Point of Sale Clarification on Marijuana Initiative

Hi John,
We are a local point of sale vendor here in Anchorage and are looking to provide point of sale solutions to
licensed retailers of marijuana. Do you have time this week for a 10 to 15 minute phone call to discuss some
specifics regarding how the State envisions handling transactions at a point of sale level?
Thanks in advance,
Thomas Greenman | Service Manager | ETA Certified Payments Professional (CPP)
Skurla’s POS Solutions | 1317 W Northern Lights Blvd, Suite 1, Anchorage, AK 99503
907-243-2683 office | 907-248-2466 fax | thomas@skurlas.com | www.skurlas.com

Helping Alaskan Businesses thrive by Delivering Superior Point of Sale Solutions, Services, and Expert Advice

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Shirley Nurre
gingershinness
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); Occupational, License (CED sponsored)
Re: Public Notice
Friday, March 25, 2016 8:09:44 AM

Hi Ginger,
Yes you are right the notice was up on the property. I had Paul take a walk up there and he
found it. I intended to let you know that he found it but I became ill Sunday and it just got
worse. I had to make a trip to Providence Hospital for an emergency appendectomy Tuesday.
I responded to all the email addresses you sent this email to so they should see my response.
I'm sorry I couldn't respond sooner.
I'm glad to hear that you plan to stay on the property while it is producing product. That
changes the safety issues greatly.
Shirley Fritz Nurre
(907) 841-0948
Sent from my iPad
On Mar 24, 2016, at 10:24 PM, gingershinness <gingershinness@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Shirley,
Just wanted to touch base with you again about the public notice. Just got home
from paying a visit to the property to be sure everything is in order. We found our
public notice right where it should be, posted on a tree next to the driveway.
Now, it has been up for well over the required ten days, but we decided to go
ahead and leave it up a bit longer just in case you would like to take a look for
yourself.
I don't believe you would intentionally lie to the Marijuana Control Board, I
think perhaps you were just confused about where you should find the notice.
However, the bottom line here is you gave them false information. No big deal.
It just needs to be cleared up. I would appreciate it if you would please notify the
control board that you gave them misinformation regarding our public notice.
Thank you,
Ginger
Sent from my Samsung smartphone, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hamilton, Joe (CED)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Question for advisory notice
Thursday, April 14, 2016 3:29:17 PM

He will be mailing the license to business registration examiner.
From: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2016 2:14 PM
To: Andrews, Maxine R (CED); Bankowski, Joe (CED); Calder, John P (CED); Finney, Richard L (CED);
Franklin, Cynthia A (CED); Hamilton, Joe (CED); Hoelscher, James C (CED); Johnson, Steven M (CED);
Johnston, Naomi A (CED); Oates, Sarah D (CED); Rukes, Jeffrey B (CED); Samaniego, Joe P (CED);
Sawyer, Jane Preston (CED); Senquiz, Shilo L (CED); Thibodeaux, Christina N (CED)
Subject: FW: Question for advisory notice

Does anyone know what the hell this is about?
From: lee changku [mailto:changkul@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2016 11:20 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Question for advisory notice

Hi my name is Ronnie Lee
I got letter number AB16-0289
It is about new business name is different than registered name
Because I sold the business last month
My phone number is 907.229.2544
Please give me a call
Thank you
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note® 3, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Disdier
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Question regarding retail store bathroom
Thursday, March 24, 2016 6:08:00 PM

Hi Cynthia,
Thank you for the quick reply, we'll work on getting a bathroom put into the building.
-Paul
On Wed, Mar 23, 2016 at 1:19 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
June and Paul,

We do not consider the issuance of a marijuana license and the regulation requiring toilet and
hand washing facilities in 3 AAC 306.735(b)(2) and (3) to be a “minor use”.

You are going to have to meet the requirement that the premises have a bathroom. Sorry.

Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351

From: Paul Disdier [mailto:thefireweedfactory@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 10:43 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Question regarding retail store bathroom

Hello,

We are hoping to secure a marijuana retail space in downtown Juneau DBA The Fireweed
Factory LLC. The building is an historic one that is unusual in size and location. Apparently, it is
the smallest separate business store in town tucked between two other old buildings. The
interior space is only about 150 sq. feet. The State marijuana regulations require a bathroom
for each establishment, but this location does not have water supplied to it.

The city of Juneau has a regulation permitting the use of a nearby permitted bathroom for

businesses. Here is the section out of Title 19 which is the City Ordinance that modifies the Building Codes.

19.03.2902.3.2 - Plumbing systems; location of toilet facilities in occupancies other than
covered mall buildings.
In the exception, add a second paragraph as follows:
"For minor uses, the building official may approve facilities in nearby buildings under the same or
different ownership with adequate assurance of continued access."
(Serial No. 2009-16(b), § 2, 9-21-2009; Serial No. 2014-19(c), § 3, 7-30-2014, eff. 7-31-2014)

Our hours of operation would match those of the adjacent business providing the bathroom.
There are two bars and two restaurants close by. I have also attached a plat of the proposed
property and photos.

Would it be possibly to make use of the city’s ordinance in order to comply with the State
regulation? We would of course provide a signed agreement with the business providing the
bathroom. Thank you for your consideration.

June Hall and Paul V. Disdier

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Disdier
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Question regarding retail store bathroom
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 12:50:42 PM

Hello Cynthia,
We just received an email from CBJ planner Chrissy Steadman letting us know that you were
concerned we had applied for our Conditional Use Permit before we received our state
cultivation permit. We mistakenly thought that we had to have our CUP approved before our
state application could be complete. We just wanted to assure you that we would not be
starting our cannabis business until we have received our state permit.
With very few limited warehouse locations in Juneau, after several months we were still
unable to procure a grow location. Our plans had to change. So we decided to apply for a
CUP in our residential area zoned for limited cultivation to make sure it would be possible.
After two months and many difficulties, our CUP was finally accepted for processing but it is
far from approved. With the many conditions that were added to our CUP our current plan is
to apply for a new CUP at a different commercial location.
This time we will apply for our state cultivation permit before we apply for our new CUP.
Hopefully this information reassures you that we have no intention of opening our business
until we have all state and city permits. Let us know if you have any questions or need any
other confirmation of our status.
Thank you for your time and effort.
Paul V. Disdier and June E. Hall
The Fireweed Factory LLC
On Thu, Mar 24, 2016 at 6:07 PM, Paul Disdier <thefireweedfactory@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Cynthia,
Thank you for the quick reply, we'll work on getting a bathroom put into the building.
-Paul
On Wed, Mar 23, 2016 at 1:19 PM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
June and Paul,

We do not consider the issuance of a marijuana license and the regulation requiring toilet and
hand washing facilities in 3 AAC 306.735(b)(2) and (3) to be a “minor use”.

You are going to have to meet the requirement that the premises have a bathroom. Sorry.

Cynthia Franklin, Director

Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351

From: Paul Disdier [mailto:thefireweedfactory@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 10:43 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Question regarding retail store bathroom

Hello,

We are hoping to secure a marijuana retail space in downtown Juneau DBA The Fireweed
Factory LLC. The building is an historic one that is unusual in size and location. Apparently, it
is the smallest separate business store in town tucked between two other old buildings. The
interior space is only about 150 sq. feet. The State marijuana regulations require a bathroom
for each establishment, but this location does not have water supplied to it.

The city of Juneau has a regulation permitting the use of a nearby permitted bathroom for
businesses. Here is the section out of Title 19 which is the City Ordinance that modifies the Building Codes.

19.03.2902.3.2 - Plumbing systems; location of toilet facilities in occupancies other than
covered mall buildings.
In the exception, add a second paragraph as follows:
"For minor uses, the building official may approve facilities in nearby buildings under the same
or different ownership with adequate assurance of continued access."
(Serial No. 2009-16(b), § 2, 9-21-2009; Serial No. 2014-19(c), § 3, 7-30-2014, eff. 7-31-2014)

Our hours of operation would match those of the adjacent business providing the bathroom.
There are two bars and two restaurants close by. I have also attached a plat of the proposed
property and photos.

Would it be possibly to make use of the city’s ordinance in order to comply with the State
regulation? We would of course provide a signed agreement with the business providing the
bathroom. Thank you for your consideration.

June Hall and Paul V. Disdier

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian O"Connor
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Quick Question Regarding License Spreadsheets
Friday, March 18, 2016 12:05:03 PM

Hey Ms. Franklin:
No problem. Good luck with the budget request.
I'm turning the Mat-Su Businesses into a lovingly constructed .xls as we speak, based on your
data.
See/hear you in Houston for the meeting on March 24, assuming you're still planning on
attending.
Regards,
Brian O'Connor
Reporter
Mat-Su Valley Frontiersman
Office: (907) 352-2270
Cell: (907) 414-3995
brian.oconnor@frontiersman.com
Facebook
Twitter: @reporterbriano
On Fri, Mar 18, 2016 at 11:21 AM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
Hi Brian,

Right now the spreadsheet is built by hand. That is why it can only be updated every two weeks.
Our new database is not exporting much at this time. It was built in a hurry and is a work in
progress. In order to get the information you seek you must open each public notice pdf, just as
we had to add each of those pdf files by hand.

Zip codes are not one of the original fields but they may be added as we progress. At this moment
it is a research project to see which applications are from which communities. We do not have the
staff to do this research for the press.

This is a good example of how we are simply not adequately staffed for the job we have been
handed. We were only provided with one additional administrative position to help create
regulations for an entire new industry. Prior to Ballot Measure 2 we had 10 employees, 5 were
enforcement, 3 licensing and 2 administrative. We got a new board, a brand new industry to

create from scratch on incredibly tight timelines, and only 6 new employees, 3 enforcement , 2
licensing and 1 administrative. It is not enough.

We have asked for 1 additional employee in this budget cycle, but given the fiscal crisis we are
unsure at this time if we will be granted that additional position by the legislature. Sorry we could
not be of more help.

Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351

From: Brian O'Connor [mailto:brian.oconnor@frontiersman.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 4:55 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Quick Question Regarding License Spreadsheets

Two Whom It May Concern:

I've been reviewing the spreadsheets of application statuses you helpfully provided in
today's press release and I couldn't escape the feeling they'd been generated from an .xls
file.

Any chance I could get a copy of the .xls file the .pdf was generated from? Particularly if
one exists with zip codes as a sortable column?
My eye doctor will thank you.

Brian O'Connor
Reporter
Mat-Su Valley Frontiersman

Office: (907) 352-2270
Cell: (907) 414-3995
brian.oconnor@frontiersman.com
Facebook
Twitter: @reporterbriano

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Brian O"Connor; Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Quick Question Regarding License Spreadsheets
Friday, March 18, 2016 11:21:52 AM

Hi Brian,
Right now the spreadsheet is built by hand. That is why it can only be updated every two weeks. Our
new database is not exporting much at this time. It was built in a hurry and is a work in progress. In
order to get the information you seek you must open each public notice pdf, just as we had to add
each of those pdf files by hand.
Zip codes are not one of the original fields but they may be added as we progress. At this moment it
is a research project to see which applications are from which communities. We do not have the
staff to do this research for the press.
This is a good example of how we are simply not adequately staffed for the job we have been
handed. We were only provided with one additional administrative position to help create
regulations for an entire new industry. Prior to Ballot Measure 2 we had 10 employees, 5 were
enforcement, 3 licensing and 2 administrative. We got a new board, a brand new industry to create
from scratch on incredibly tight timelines, and only 6 new employees, 3 enforcement , 2 licensing
and 1 administrative. It is not enough.
We have asked for 1 additional employee in this budget cycle, but given the fiscal crisis we are
unsure at this time if we will be granted that additional position by the legislature. Sorry we could
not be of more help.

Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351
From: Brian O'Connor [mailto:brian.oconnor@frontiersman.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 4:55 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Quick Question Regarding License Spreadsheets

Two Whom It May Concern:
I've been reviewing the spreadsheets of application statuses you helpfully provided in today's
press release and I couldn't escape the feeling they'd been generated from an .xls file.
Any chance I could get a copy of the .xls file the .pdf was generated from? Particularly if one
exists with zip codes as a sortable column?
My eye doctor will thank you.

Brian O'Connor
Reporter
Mat-Su Valley Frontiersman
Office: (907) 352-2270
Cell: (907) 414-3995
brian.oconnor@frontiersman.com
Facebook
Twitter: @reporterbriano

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

coldairalaska@hushmail.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Testing requirements for stores or cultivation in the bush
Friday, March 18, 2016 6:14:27 PM

I checked and it is not posted there. I don't see any difference in the FAQ's than before.

Sent using Hushmail

On March 18, 2016 at 1:49 PM, "CED ABC Marijuana (CED sponsored)" <marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
>
>Your question and answer is now in the FAQ's under Regulatory
>Questions.
>
>AMCO staff
>
>-----Original Message---->From: coldairalaska@hushmail.com
>[mailto:coldairalaska@hushmail.com]
>Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 9:29 AM
>To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
>Subject: RE: Testing requirements for stores or cultivation in the
>bush
>
>Hi, My question has not been answered. Please tell me where I can
>get an answer. I am in the process of remodeling a building to
>house a marijuana retail store. Should I apply for the license now
>and expect to have a solution to the marijuana shipping(mailing,
>air cargo) legality question when my store opens? For example,
>will it be legal to send marijuana through the mail or air cargo
>if you live off the road system?
>
>
>thank you,
>
>John Walker
>
>
>
>Sent using Hushmail
>
>
>On March 1, 2016 at 12:51 PM, "CED ABC Marijuana (CED sponsored)"
><marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
>>
>>Please stay tuned for an update to our FAQ's. We've been working
>on
>>response to this question and hope to have it on our website
>soon.
>>Thank you for your question.
>>
>>https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.a

>s
>>px
>>
>>
>>-----Original Message---->>From: coldairalaska@hushmail.com
>>[mailto:coldairalaska@hushmail.com]
>>Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2016 12:12 PM
>>To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
>>Subject: Testing requirements for stores or cultivation in the
>bush
>>
>>
>>
>>HI,
>>I live in Kotzebue. I would like to have a marijuana store and
>>possible a cultivation facility in Kotzebue. I am aware that
>there
>>are problems in getting the marijuana samples to and from the
>bush
>>for the required testing. I am aware that shipping bulk marijuana
>>from cultivation facilities may not be legal under federal law.
>Is
>>there some solution to operating in the bush without having to
>>ship bulk marijuana or samples to the lab in Anchorage for
>>testing? I know that there was an exemption for cultivation or
>>stores to operate in the bush(away from the road system) before
>>the department of law approved the final marijuana regulations.
>>
>>I hope you understand my question.
>>
>>
>>Thank you,
>>John Walker
>>
>>Sent using Hushmail

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

coldairalaska@hushmail.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE: Testing requirements for stores or cultivation in the bush
Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:57:27 AM

Hi, I have been looking but still don't see it. I'll keep trying.

John Walker

Sent using Hushmail

On March 23, 2016 at 1:33 PM, "CED ABC Marijuana (CED sponsored)" <marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
>
>Sorry- I thought I had posted it but apparently did not save my
>work. It will be up today. Thanks for your patience.
>
>Cynthia Franklin, Director
>Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
>907-269-0351
>
>
>-----Original Message---->From: coldairalaska@hushmail.com
>[mailto:coldairalaska@hushmail.com]
>Sent: Friday, March 18, 2016 6:14 PM
>To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
>Subject: RE: Testing requirements for stores or cultivation in the
>bush
>
>I checked and it is not posted there. I don't see any difference
>in the FAQ's than before.
>
>
>
>Sent using Hushmail
>
>
>On March 18, 2016 at 1:49 PM, "CED ABC Marijuana (CED sponsored)"
><marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
>>
>>Your question and answer is now in the FAQ's under Regulatory
>>Questions.
>>
>>AMCO staff
>>
>>-----Original Message---->>From: coldairalaska@hushmail.com
>>[mailto:coldairalaska@hushmail.com]
>>Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 9:29 AM
>>To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
>>Subject: RE: Testing requirements for stores or cultivation in

>the bush
>>
>>Hi, My question has not been answered. Please tell me where I can
>get
>>an answer. I am in the process of remodeling a building to house
>a
>>marijuana retail store. Should I apply for the license now and
>expect
>>to have a solution to the marijuana shipping(mailing, air cargo)
>>legality question when my store opens? For example, will it be
>legal to
>>send marijuana through the mail or air cargo if you live off the
>road
>>system?
>>
>>
>>thank you,
>>
>>John Walker
>>
>>
>>
>>Sent using Hushmail
>>
>>
>>On March 1, 2016 at 12:51 PM, "CED ABC Marijuana (CED sponsored)"
>><marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
>>>
>>>Please stay tuned for an update to our FAQ's. We've been working
>>on
>>>response to this question and hope to have it on our website
>>soon.
>>>Thank you for your question.
>>>
>>>https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.
>a
>>s
>>>px
>>>
>>>
>>>-----Original Message---->>>From: coldairalaska@hushmail.com
>>>[mailto:coldairalaska@hushmail.com]
>>>Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2016 12:12 PM
>>>To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
>>>Subject: Testing requirements for stores or cultivation in the
>>bush
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>HI,
>>>I live in Kotzebue. I would like to have a marijuana store and
>>>possible a cultivation facility in Kotzebue. I am aware that
>>there
>>>are problems in getting the marijuana samples to and from the
>>bush
>>>for the required testing. I am aware that shipping bulk

>marijuana from
>>>cultivation facilities may not be legal under federal law.
>>Is
>>>there some solution to operating in the bush without having to
>ship
>>>bulk marijuana or samples to the lab in Anchorage for testing? I
>know
>>>that there was an exemption for cultivation or stores to operate
>in
>>>the bush(away from the road system) before the department of law
>>>approved the final marijuana regulations.
>>>
>>>I hope you understand my question.
>>>
>>>
>>>Thank you,
>>>John Walker
>>>
>>>Sent using Hushmail

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Lance Wells; Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
RE: Thomas Suter Client
Wednesday, March 30, 2016 12:39:47 PM

Applications may be submitted by email as a PDF document, be dropped off, or
by mail. Please include a cover sheet for documents submitted whichever way
you are.
Thank you

AMCO Staff
From: Lance Wells [mailto:lwells@gci.net]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 11:37 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Subject: Thomas Suter Client

I have a client Mr. Thomas Suter who resides in an unincorporated area. He has obtained the
majority or signatures on the petition as required by SOA MJ regs. How do I submit these in order to
get licensing moving. He is in the Copper Center area. Thank you, Lance C. Wells, Esq.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bradley Kilger
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Waste Disposal Questions
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 10:16:05 AM

Thank you
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 29, 2016, at 10:14 AM, Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
<marijuana@alaska.gov> wrote:
Hi Brad,
You are correct about this. They need to track the waste disposal in Metrc, the
inventory disposal system and the rest is as you say.
Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcoholic Beverage & Marijuana Control Boards
907-269-0351
From: Bradley Kilger [mailto:BradleyK@akwaste.com]
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2016 2:37 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Waste Disposal Questions

I’ve been getting calls from potential marijuana related businesses and I don’t want to
give out any wrong info. I’ve read through regulation AAC 306.740 regarding waste
disposal. From what I can read, as long as the business:
-Does whatever they need to do regarding the waste itself in your inventory tracking
system
-Grinds or renders destroyed with a solvent their related products (roots, leaves, stalks,
stems, etc)
-Mix with other waste (compostable or not) to a proportion no more than 50%
marijuana waste
-Knows on record waste’s final destination
It can just go in a regular dumpster, in my regular trucks, to the transfer station/landfill
of each region’s normal disposal? Is there anything more complicated than that for me
to worry about or advise them on regarding their plan for waste disposal?
Brad
--------------------Brad Kilger
Sales Account Manager

Alaska Waste & Entech
907.227.9493
bradleyk@wcnx.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Brown
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
RE:
Sunday, March 20, 2016 9:43:45 AM

Hello,
I began applying for a Marijuana Cultivation Facility License 2 weeks ago. The License is
#10110 and my Business License is #1033018 under Popof Greenhouse. After further
research, I have decided that this will probably not work for me. Due to the remoteness and
small population, it would not be cost effective. No public notices have been posted. There
fore I do not plan on pursuing this license any more.
Thank you,
James Brown

From: marijuana@alaska.gov
To: mrfabulousjamesbrown@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: RE:
Date: Fri, 26 Feb 2016 17:51:15 +0000
The regulations are silent as to how you get your marijuana to a testing facility, except that it must
be manifested and tracked using the state procured marijuana inventory tracking system.
From: Jim Brown [mailto:mrfabulousjamesbrown@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2016 10:08 PM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: RE:

My main question is about transport and testing. Can I freight in a sample to have tested or
do I have to bring it on the plane to Anchorage and hand deliver it? A round trip ticket costs
about $1100 which can add up to a big cost if I have to carry it to be tested. I cannot find this
in the regulation.
Thanks, Jim Brown
From: marijuana@alaska.gov
To: mrfabulousjamesbrown@hotmail.com
Subject: RE:
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 2016 17:50:10 +0000
Thank you for your questions. You asked many questions, most of which are answered in regulation.
Please review the regulations here:

https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/Portals/9/pub/DisclaimerFinalRegs12.1.15.pdf
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaRegulations.aspx
Once you have reviewed the articles, please visit our FAQ here:
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/MarijuanaInitiativeFAQs.aspx
Most, if not all of your questions are answered by one of those two resources.

From: Jim Brown [mailto:mrfabulousjamesbrown@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2016 11:37 AM
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Cc: Pudge Bottom
Subject:

Hello,
I have several questions that I would like to have answered.
I live in Sand Point which is located in the Shumagin Islands 570 air miles from Anchorage. We
(my wife Shirley and I) own a building that is on commercial property and built this building
originally as a pizza/beer wine establishment named Popof Pizza. We were in operation from
1987 - 2000 and we had a beer/wine license. We remodeled this building into a duplex and
rented it out and both units have separate entrances. Our current renters will be the
managers/caretakers of our property. The other part of the duplex we would like to license
for cultivation, manufacturer and sell.
1. I am concerned about expansion in the future. Can we get a license for 500 square feet and
under and then upgrade to a bigger one or should we apply for the 500 and over now and pay
the extra $4000?
2. The current tenants live downstairs. The downstairs is twice the square footage and the
upstairs. I am considering them moving upstairs and running the business downstairs. Can
the manager live in the building with a separate entrance?
3. Is there room for a marijuana "cafe" or place to smoke on premises?
4. Can we get separate licenses to grow, manufacture and sell on the same premises?
5. How do we test? Send out by freight or by mail?
6. My son and I want to be on the license. Is that OK?
Answers to these questions will help me when I start the application process. Please let me
know.
Thank you,
James Brown

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

john minniti
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re:
Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:43:20 AM

TO THE MARIJUANA LICENSING BOARD: I JUST WANTED TO ADD SOME
MORE COMMENTS ABOUT MY LOCATION. I LIVE ON 11 ACRES OF LAND AND
MY CLOSEST NIEGHBOR IS OVER 300 FEET AWAY.

On Saturday, April 9, 2016 10:08 AM, john minniti <johnminniti@sbcglobal.net> wrote:

On Saturday, April 9, 2016 9:16 AM, john minniti <johnminniti@sbcglobal.net> wrote:

On Friday, April 8, 2016 10:02 PM, Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
<marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov> wrote:

Please send correspondence you would like the Marijuana Control
Board to read to marijuana@alaska.gov . This email is for licensing
matters only.
Thank you

AMCO Staff
From: john minniti [mailto:johnminniti@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2016 5:51 AM
To: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Subject:

TO THE MARIJUANA LICENSING BOARD: MY NAME IS JOHN MINNITI, MY
ADDRESS IS 12214 N. FLOREMCE DR., WILLOW AK. 99688 AMD MY LICENSE
NUMBER IS 10198. I JUST FOUND OUT THAT THE SUBDIVISION THAT I LIVE IN
DOES NOT ALLOW COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES. SO I AM ASKING THE BOARD
TO AUTHORIZE ME AS A EXPERIMENTAL OFFICE. I WILL NOT OPERATE AS A
BUSINESS NOR WILL I SELL OR MARKET MY PRODUCT. I WILL GROW
APPROXIMATELY 70 PLANTS AND USE THIS EXPERIMENTAL OFFICE AS A
TRAINING FACILITY SO I CAN LEARN HOW TO GROW MARIJUANA. THE
MARIJUANA BUSINESS IS A COMPLICATED BUSINESS AND I WOULD LIKE
THE BOARD TO APPROVE ME GROWING AT LEAST 70 PLANTS THIS YEAR.
AFTER THIS YEAR I WILL BUY SOME LAND AND BUILD ME A BUILDING AS A

FULL CULTIVATION FACILITY. PLEASE DO THIS FOR ME.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Shirley Nurre
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); gingershinness@gmail.com; jakefpaul@gmail.com; Marijuana Licensing
(CED sponsored)
Scott Barnard; Nancy Yow
Shady Grove application for a Limited Marijuana Cultivation Facility
Sunday, March 20, 2016 8:53:09 AM

My husband and I are very concerned about the ability of this couple to operate
this facility in a manner which will keep the residents of this area safe. We are
adamantly opposed to it.
This area is off grid, no electric power, no fire service, no road maintenance
other than what the people provide that live on Rampart Loop. The access to
4-wheeler trail. It is a wooded site on the
their location is little more than a
north side of a hill so they will need to run a generator all the time for power. It
would be very difficult to get a drilling rig up there, so what will they do for
water? And how will they dispose of waste? They will not be living on site so
will need video surveillance for security and fire safety. Cell phone service is
not reliable in that area. A spring flows out of that area which provides drinking
water for many of the dry cabins here, and it’s the only one available to them.
Rampart Loop isn’t a loop road, there is only one way out of here for some
fifteen families if there was a fire. Their property is closer to the access road
than any of us and we would be trapped. They live four hours from this site;
how can they guarantee safe operation?
I would like to know how their Operating Plan addresses these concerns.
I understand they are to post their application on the proposed site for 10 days.
There isn’t one there.The notice was posted at the Talkeetna Post Office on
March 18th but the posting date said March 6th… a neighbor watched her put it
up.There was nothing on KTNA, our only radio station listing this application.
We don’t have a local newspaper. If they aren’t willing to follow the
requirements at this point why would they meet their obligations set forth in the
regulations for operating a Marijuana Cultivation Facility?
Shirley Fritz Nurre
Paul Nurre
20253 Rampart Loop
HC 89 Box 8016

Talkeetna, AK 99676
907-841-0948

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shirley Nurre
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Shady Grove application for a Marijuana Cultivation Facility
Saturday, March 19, 2016 11:12:43 AM

IMG_0443
John Calder,
On March 18th I became aware of a Marijuana Cultivation Facility that was planned at 22716 Rampart Loop E.,
Talkeetna when Nancy Yow, my neighbor watched Ginger Shinness post this on the board at the Post Office. The
posting date is listed as March 6, 2016. I checked your website and saw that it was Initiated on Feb. 24, 2016.

We have some concerns with this proposed facility and would like to know how long we have to respond to this?
Ginger said one day???? There has been no notice of this on our local radio or the PO board until 3/18/16.
Shirley Fritz Nurre
20253 Rampart Loop
Talkeetna AK 99676
(907) 841-0948
Mailing address:
HC 89 Box 8106
Talkeetna, AK 99676

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Chicklo
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Social Clubs
Friday, March 18, 2016 2:40:55 PM

Hello,
I would like to know about the legality of marijuana social clubs. I'm referring to a place that
is a private club, that accepts member fees, and allows members to consume marijuana on
site.
I have found conflicting information on the subject and am not sure where to look for the right
answer.
Thanks
Matt Chicklo
717-7007

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Strickland
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Tax on extraction, producing facilities?
Wednesday, March 30, 2016 11:06:33 AM

Hi. Sorry to bug you. I tried to find this on your website and in the regs, but couldn't locate anything. I'm
sure it's there, but can you tell me if there will be a tax on extracting the oils from marijuana, and if there is
a tax on producing edibles? I am aware of the $800/lb tax on growing, but am not sure about extraction
and producing. Thanks so much.

Dan Strickland
841-6200

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jason Kolanko
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Testing for island communities.
Friday, April 01, 2016 7:17:35 AM

Hello,
My name is Jason Kolanko and I am currently applying for a variety of marijuana licenses. I
live in Ketchikan, and I believe it is not likely that someone will establish a testing facility
here in the near future. For cultivars in isolated communities, is there an acceptable way to
transport marijuana to be tested to a testing facility? Or is there still no legal method for this
to occur?
Also, is there a way to electronically submit my supplemental documentation for my Standard
Cultivation License? Or does it need to be mailed? If it needs to be mailed, what is the
address?
I would appreciate your insight into this matter.
Thank you,
Jason Kolanko
33 Powerhouse Rd
Ketchikan, AK 99901
(907) 821-1769
jckolanko@gmail.com
Sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Wells
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Thomas Suter Client
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 11:37:03 AM

I have a client Mr. Thomas Suter who resides in an unincorporated area. He has obtained the
majority or signatures on the petition as required by SOA MJ regs. How do I submit these in order to
get licensing moving. He is in the Copper Center area. Thank you, Lance C. Wells, Esq.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Samaniego, Joe P (CED)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Unperfected Objection Green Rush Gardens
Thursday, March 31, 2016 2:20:21 PM
Pages from scan (4).pdf

Unperfected Objection to Green Rush Gardens. No contact info from the objector.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Samaniego, Joe P (CED)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Unperfected Objections Green Rush Gardens LLC
Thursday, March 31, 2016 2:24:16 PM
scan (4).pdf
image001.png

Unperfected Objection to Green Rush Gardens. No contact info from the objector.

Joe Samaniego

Administrative Assistant I
907-269-0352 · joe.samaniego@alaska.gov
Alcohol & Marijuana Control Office
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1600
Anchorage, AK 99501-3569

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. Less paper is better for us and our environment.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denis Allen
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Valdez Mike Liljedahl"s License Application-SUPPORT
Friday, April 01, 2016 10:47:38 AM

I am writing in support of Mike Liljedahl's application for a commercial
grower's license.
-so far, no one else has applied for a license in this community. We
need both commercial growing and sales in this community so those people
who want to use cannabis can obtain it locally.
-people who object to cannabis forget it is a legal substance, just like
alcohol. The battle over whether it should be legal to grow, consume
and sell has already been fought, and the prohibitionists LOST in the
referendum. Mike should be allowed to open his business like any other
business in this state. He is a businessman, pure and simple.
-the black market for cannabis thrives because state regulations are so
onerous. Imagine taxing a bottle of booze $50. By taxing commercial
production or sales so much, reality is that the underground market will
thrive. The State of Alaska, in this respect, is too greedy for their
own good. A minor in economics in college taught me that the price
(tax) of a commodity should be such that the State is able to maximize
its profit (not per item, but total). By taxing MJ so dearly, you
encourage people to grow their own, or turn to the black market. I'm a
realist. I don't use the stuff myself and have not in more than 25
years, but if my neighbors want to, allow them to, without undo
regulation on cultivation, possession, sale or use.
-outlawing public consumption should be modified with okay for
vaporizing. There will be no smoke for people to complain about. Where
beer or wine is allowed, cannabis vaping should be allowed. I want to
go to a bar for a beer and don't care if cannabis is sold there for
peoplel to vape. After all, they have as much right to relax over
cannabis as I do to relax over beer.
-please don't create some sort of giant State apparatus to regulate
cannabis. You budget should be based on the number of licenses you
regulate; you don't need 1000 State employees to regulate 10 licenses.
You want a bigger budget? Grant more licenses without all the drama;
demands for testing labs, product identification, labelling, etc. Treat
cannabis like alcohol as both are intoxicants.
-ignore the "Refer Madness" doom prediction by clergy, pastors, cops,
teachers....people of my HS generation (1962) smoked in college, and we
did not turn into zombies, lose all ambition, become heroin addicts; we
went on to respectable careers as engineers, doctors, lawyers, judges,
police, carpenters, plumbers, teachers....the war on drugs has been a
war on people and over 1 Trillion dollars has been wasted by trying to
legislate them out of existance, and it has failed miserabley. Please
don't add to the difficulty in allowing people to do what they will do
anyway, with or without your regulations. Keep it simple, Stamp
applications OK. Alaska needs money, visitors and Bud-N-Breakfasts to
pump some money into this economy. Oil is not the big earner for the

State that it once was. We have scenic beauty, lots of room, and a
population which can thrive if we give them the opportunity. People
from all over the US now flock to Colorado. People from all over the
world flock to Amsterdam to enjoy a smoke.
That money should be coming to Alaska. You have it in your power to
turn this economy around. Let the retail and wholesale business succeed
or fail purely on supply and demand grounds. Make regulations easy and
allow growsers and sellers exist. If the product is bad, if the place is
bad, they will go out of business. Make it unprofitable for the black
market to exist and the State will be rolling in money.
Denis Allen
Valdez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bradley Kilger
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Waste Disposal Questions
Monday, March 28, 2016 2:37:30 PM

I’ve been getting calls from potential marijuana related businesses and I don’t want to give out any
wrong info. I’ve read through regulation AAC 306.740 regarding waste disposal. From what I can
read, as long as the business:
-Does whatever they need to do regarding the waste itself in your inventory tracking system
-Grinds or renders destroyed with a solvent their related products (roots, leaves, stalks, stems, etc)
-Mix with other waste (compostable or not) to a proportion no more than 50% marijuana waste
-Knows on record waste’s final destination
It can just go in a regular dumpster, in my regular trucks, to the transfer station/landfill of each
region’s normal disposal? Is there anything more complicated than that for me to worry about or
advise them on regarding their plan for waste disposal?
Brad
--------------------Brad Kilger
Sales Account Manager
Alaska Waste & Entech
907.227.9493
bradleyk@wcnx.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Brown
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
FW: Marijuana license application
Monday, February 22, 2016 11:38:35 AM

From: mrfabulousjamesbrown@hotmail.com
To: john.calder@alaska.gov
Subject: Marijuana license application
Date: Fri, 11 Dec 2015 11:45:42 -0900
Hello John,
I am interested in applying for a grow, cultivation and retail sales license. I live in Sand
Point, a community that is located 600 miles southwest of Anchorage on an island. The
only way in is by air or boat. I used to run a restaurant that served food and beer/wine
and would like to use the same facility. I have a few questions:
1. Can I get a license to do all of these things? I plan on growing and selling only my
product.
2. Are there any differences between the 500 sq ft or unlimited regulations?
3. How do you handle inspections since it costs about $1000 for a flight here?
4. Can I make a comment or is this it?
I would really like to do this so I would like to get off on the right foot.
Thank you,
James Brown

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Pruett
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana question
Monday, February 22, 2016 2:49:48 PM

Good Afternoon,
My name is Laura Pruett and here is my question:
Is it legal for a strip mall to lease/rent/sale space to a liquor licensed business and under the same roof (separate
business, separate entrances,etc.) This meaning separate businesses that do not intermingle in any way.
lease/rent/sale space to a marijuana licensed business?
I have search in all the literature and am not clear on this. Please provide me with as much data relating to liquor
licenses and marijuana licenses limitations and liberties.
Thank you for any assistance you may give.
Laura Pruett

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Dickson
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana Testing Rules
Monday, February 22, 2016 12:27:27 PM

Good afternoon,
I am looking for a list of testing requirements for third party testing companies and wasn’t able to
readily locate one on your website. Can you provide me with a link or a document?
Thank you in advance for any assistance you can provide.
Cindy Dickson
Asst. Office Manager
Statler International
692 W. Conway Road Suite 24
Harbor Springs, MI, 49740
P 231-439-5000 or Toll free 888-887-4884
F 231-439-5001
cdickson@statlerinternational.com
www.statlerinternational.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Pruett
Laura Pruett
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Re: Marijuana technical question
Monday, February 22, 2016 2:47:38 PM

On Mon, 22 Feb 2016 14:41:26 -0900, Laura Pruett <asc@alaska.net> wrote:
Good Afternoon,
My name is Laura Pruett and here is my question:
Is it legal for a strip mall to lease/rent/sale space to a liquor licensed business and under the
same roof (separate business, separate entrances,etc.) This meaning separate businesses that
do not intermingle in any way. lease/rent/sale space to a marijuana licensed business?
I have search in all the literature and am not clear on this. Please provide me with as much
data relating to liquor licenses and marijuana licenses limitations and liberties.
Thank you for any assistance you may give.
Laura Pruett

Alaska Seasoning Company
P.O. Box 2961
Soldotna, AK 99669
www.alaskaseasoningcompany.com

From:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gordon Epperly
Marijuana - U.S. Supreme Court ruling on Nebraska et al., v. Colorado
Monday, March 21, 2016 4:05:09 PM
Motion For Leave To File Complaint - Denied.pdf

An Open Letter

Hello Everyone

Today (03-21-16) the U.S. Supreme Court handed down its ruling on the “Marijuana”
case of Nebraska & Oklahoma vs. Colorado (Cite as: 577 U.S. ___(2016)). The
States of Nebraska & Oklahoma’s “MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE A BILL OF
COMPLAINT” was “denied” without comment. Attached to this message is a
PDF File copy of the “Dissenting Brief” of Justice Thomas and Justice Alito of that
case and the “Dissenting Brief” may be downloaded from the Internet at:
http://tinyurl.com/zzcnf7g. The “Dissenting Brief” may be found at the end of the
listing of “Court Orders” of the U.S. Supreme Court.
You may have recalled several months ago, that I gave everyone a warning that the
government of the “United States” (http://tinyurl.com/zhkffa6) in Washington, D.C. is
a conquered and an overthrown government that is now occupied by “Agents” of a
foreign country known as “Vatican City” (http://tinyurl.com/9otqape). Those “Agents”
are the “Jesuits” (http://tinyurl.com/hj3q7dg) of the Roman Catholic Church
(http://tinyurl.com/z2oqevq).
As with any country that has been overthrown and occupied by a conquering nation,
the first thing that the conquering nation will do is to take possession of all branches
of government and impose its will upon the people either by violent or subtle means.
At the moment, the “Catholic Jesuit Pontiff” (http://tinyurl.com/zo5g3zp) of the
“Vatican City” has been able to subdue the people of our nation through its “Agents”

in our Federal Courts, the Office of President of the United States, and the U.S.
Congress. The country of the “Vatican City” owns our Nation’s supply of money as
the “Catholic Church” is the “secret” principle stockholder of the
Federal Reserve Bank (http://tinyurl.com/7szso).
In regard to the case of Nebraska and Oklahoma vs. Colorado
(http://tinyurl.com/h77qxe6), it was the Catholic members of the U.S. Supreme Court
that denied those States a ruling on the “Marijuana” laws of the “United States.”
Please keep in mind that several months ago the names the “Jesuit Members” of the
Roman Catholic Church that wrote and sponsored the “Marijuana Initiatives” of the
States of Colorado, Oregon, Washington, and Alaska were given to you. The drug
of “Marijuana” is being used as a tool of “WAR” upon the people of our “Nation” for
the purpose of subduing our young generation from having the will to oppose the
“Catholic Jesuit Pontiff’s” goal of World dominance. Do you not understand the term
“New World Order” (http://tinyurl.com/zaq42b6) as expounded by the Catholic “Bush”
Presidents (http://tinyurl.com/jxkb7g4) of our Nation? Do you not understand why the
“Jesuits” implanted Presidents into Washington, D.C. that do not have Constitutional
qualifications of being “natural born Citizens of the United States”? Keep in mind that
Barack Hussein Obama never had a father that was ever a “Citizen of the
United States” and that Presidential Candidates Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio also do
not have fathers that were “Citizens of the United States” at the time of their births, a
requirement of being “natural born Citizens” of our Nation. But that is no problem,
they were and are sponsored and represented by “Jesuits” of the
Roman Catholic Church.
I would also like to remind the “Public Officials” of the “City and Boroughs” of the
State of Alaska that the question of legalization of “Marijuana” by the States has
never been resolved by any Federal Court. All the “Civil” Marijuana Court Cases that
have been before the Federal Courts have all been “dismissed” for “want of standing”
including the U.S. Supreme Court case of “Nebraska and Oklahoma vs. Colorado”
and any “Opinions” that may have been offered by a U.S. District Court Judge of the
U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado are merely “dictum”
(http://tinyurl.com/zr56f9t) Opinions. The failure of the Federal Courts to address the
Constitutional questions of the States to legalize the use of “Marijuana” leaves every
“Public Official” of the State of Alaska and its municipal corporations in an awkward
position, for a day will come when someone will have the “standing” of damages to
bring a civil action against the offending businesses and those who issued
“colorable” licenses to those businesses for “farming,” “distributing,” and the “selling”

of “Marijuana” in violation of the “Federal Control Substance Law”
(http://tinyurl.com/zv2gt76) and the “Racketeering Laws” (http://tinyurl.com/ptps7xn)
of “The United States of America.”

Respectfully Submitted

Gordon Warren Epperly
P.O. Box 34358
Juneau, Alaska 99803
Tel: (907) 789-5659

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Shane Osowski
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
HonestML@ci.anchorage.ak.us; McConnell, Erika B.; twingster@yahoo.com
Marijuana Cultivation License Application #10058 for Risum Sol, LLC
Monday, March 21, 2016 6:54:51 PM
Risum SOL Ltr re Insurance Issue.pdf

Please see the attached letter we are submitting on behalf of Airport Plaza Condominiums
Association, Inc., concerning the above referenced application.
Please feel free to call with any questions or concerns.
Thank you,
Shane Osowski
Osowski Law Offices, LLC
800 E. Dimond Blvd., Suite 3-505
Anchorage, AK 99515
(907) 929-2000 phone
(907) 929-2001 fax
Shane@AKCondoLaw.com
This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. Do not forward this message to any
third party. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies of this email.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jessica nelson
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
marijuana cultivation/property loan question
Friday, March 18, 2016 12:46:41 PM

Hello- I have a question regarding the state marijuana regulations, I was hoping someone could answer it for me.
I am interested in a particular property that complies with all state and borough zoning requirements, buffer zones etc. But I
would need to acquire a home loan to purchase the property.
Is there a restriction on having an Alaska state marijuana cultivation license if I have a federally backed home mortgage?
I looked for this question on the FAQ page and did not find it.
Appreciate your help,
Jessica.

--

jessnelson

t: 907.978.5356
e: jessnelson.architect@gmail.com

PO Box 74337 I Fairbanks, AK I 99707
usa

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cheryl Bass
honestml@muni.org
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana establishment permit request-RISUM SOL., LLC
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 2:56:04 PM
marijuana establishment permit.docx

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kerby Coman
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Marijuana Handler"s Course Provider
Monday, April 11, 2016 1:40:39 AM
MJ-10.pdf
Alaska Marijuana Handlers Permit Education Course.docx
Alaska Marijuana Handlers Permit Education Course Test.docx
Alaska Marijuana Handler"s Permit Education Course Certificate Example.pdf

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

carolyn V Brown
mary.becker@juneau.org
marijuana information
Sunday, March 20, 2016 5:36:44 PM
marijuana legalization and abuse-2016.pdf

To the CBJ Assembly Members:
I appreciate the hours and energy that many of you have put into this marijuana issue.
I see from the Ordinance of the CBJ that Article X. Marijuana Establishments in 49.65.1100 states that
the purpose to allow this is to be done in a manner that promotes public health, safety and general
welfare.
We have experienced an enormous amount of oral and written information as to the entrepreneurial
possibilities of this business and the tax revenues that may accrue to the municipality and to the state.
I have seen very little that speaks to the public's health, safety and general welfare. The professional
literature is replete with this information and there are professionals in our community who are
knowledgeable about the short and long term uses by children, adolescents, pregnant women and other
adults. To pretend that the public's health and safety is not an issue or mandate of the CBJ Assembly
in their deliberations and decision making is to abdicate responsibility for the purpose of the Ordinance.
As to the point of this week's angst, I ask that the Assembly look very seriously and with some science
and reason at the public health and safety concerns of this zoning change. There are many in this
community who believe this review of the public's health and safety has not been done. To name a
few of the concerns:
Water and air toxicity potential. Who will test and where is the oversight? Cost of this oversight?
Security. The Juneau Police Department does not appear to have sufficient officers to care for the
issues before this community now. I have heard officers state that marijuana will be a low priority
in the scheme of things. This can include burglary, noise, altercations and other crime related
activities that other states have recorded. This is bad enough in an industrial area - but in a
residential area? Why? Who will pay for this additional involvement by the police?
Freedom of residential area occupants to carry out the activities of residents in other residential
areas. Why the inequity? A statement that these areas are "remote" appears to be a sham at
addressing the issue. When does something get called "remote" and when does it stop being
"remote" and turn into something else - when it is defined as residential? Who has priority in a
residential area where a family wishes to have a day care facility for children and the "marijuana
establishment" is already "established" within a buffered zone? Who wins on that one?

This zoning issue needs much more work, information, and reasoned discussion with all of the
stakeholders transparently at the table before the "knee-jerk" decision of this slippery slope is cast in
stone, concrete or among the weeds. When will a decision be made to move this decision making to
another residential area? When will buffers be changed in residential areas? Slippery slopes are
slippery.
This issue involves much more than entrepreneurs walking it to the bank (if there are any) or tax
collectors filling the coffers. This issue involves families with children, communities that care about each
other and their surroundings, businesses that belong in an industrial area, and a sense of pride and
ownership of where we live and work. I think we can do better than screw it up so early in the game.
Attached is a brief report on one of many articles that can provide information to decision makers. I hope
you will read this. I hope you will read and discuss other professional health literature. I hope you will
consider the concerns. We have time and do not need to ask for a train wreck. Please let me know if
there are questions or if I clan provide additional information.

Thank you for this consideration.
carolyn V Brown   MD MPH
1640 Second Street
Douglas Alaska 99824-5211 USA
907-364-2726 home
907-364-2727 fax
907-321-0784 cellular
cvbrown1937@yahoo.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jonathan Singer
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana Policy Questions
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 7:03:41 AM

Hello, my name is Mitch Hughes and I am a legislative intern working for Colorado Representative Jonathan Singer, House
District 11. I am writing to you to ask what plans your state has in regards to social use of marijuana, such as recreational use.
I was told you may have something in the works for this area of policy and I was hoping to find out what those plans were.
Any information you can give me is appreciated. Thank you for your time and I hope to hear back from you soon.
-Mitch Hughes, Legislative Intern

-State Representative
JONATHAN SINGER
2201 14th Avenue, #2-204
Longmont, CO 80501
Home: 303-875-4727
Capitol: 303-866-2780
E-mail: jonathan.singer.house@state.co.us

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph C Borer
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Marijuana vs alcohol
Monday, March 21, 2016 9:43:42 AM

Was wanting to know when Alcohol will be made a schedule 4 drug like marijuana. Better yet maybe marijuana
should be classified like alcohol seeing that it falls to the Alcohol Board. If you feel this question should not be
directed to you then please let me know where it should be directed
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Roberts
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Wendy Doxey
measurements
Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:28:08 AM

Howdy,
I've been fielding many concerns from my constituents vis-a-vis the marijuana business permitting. The
one question I'm not sure of is if the State will be sending an individual to survey the neighborhood and
take measurements for the buffer zones. Some of the proposed establishments seem to be within the
buffer distances, and it would be reassuring to know that the State will be meticulously making those
measurements, and not just waiting for after-the-fact complaints.
I'm also curious if there is anything official that notes that daycares are covered under the definition of
"Recreation and Youth Center". It seems obvious from the definition, but would be good to have it
stated.
Thanks,
Lance Roberts
FNSB Assembly

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bnd@sunrisegardensak.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
METRIC Training in Fairbanks
Thursday, March 31, 2016 2:16:47 PM

I am interested in the training session next Wednesday, but I don't
understand the term "Seats will be limited by venue" on a first come,
first served basis. I understand the first come, first served portion.
Can you please clarify?
Thank you,
Deborah Hutchens
Sunrise Gardens
Standard Marijuana Cultivation Facility
907-388-4858

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kerby Coman
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
MJ-10 questions
Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:10:46 AM

I have a course curriculum almost finis he'd but I am having a little bit of trouble finding the
penalties for unlawful acts by a employee, or agent of a marijuana establishment.?
Is Article 8 of AAC 306 have all the information for penalties for unlawful acts by a licensee,
employee, or agent of a marijuana establishment?
Also I am wondering if you have had many courses submitted awaiting approval so far?
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jimsamp@mosquitonet.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Musky Ox, LLC
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:40:35 PM

I am a long time homeowner at 1000 Bennett Road in Fairbanks, Alaska. Bennett Road is approximately 2 miles
long and is residential in nature. I recently saw an announcement in the local paper by Musky Ox LLC requesting
a license for a new Standard Marijuana Cultivation Facility License 3. The applicant resides at 741 Bennett Road,
Fairbanks, Alaska.
I am interested in receiving any information submitted to the Alcohol and Marijuana Control Board/Office by
Musky Ox LLC and/or any correspondence, emails, etc between Musky Ox LLC and the ABC Board or staff.
I would ask that you to let me know when this application for a new Standard Marijuana Cultivation Facility will be
on an agenda and would like to know what criteria the board uses to approve or deny this appication.
Thank you for your public service and your assistance.
Jim and Beth Sampson
1000 Bennett Road
Fairbanks, Alaska 99712
(907) 457-2725

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MBMcAfeeSaaSReport@mcafee.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
My Spam Report (marijuana@alaska.gov)
Monday, March 28, 2016 1:04:51 AM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MBMcAfeeSaaSReport@mcafee.com
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
My Spam Report (marijuana@alaska.gov)
Friday, March 18, 2016 1:05:39 AM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

G Galleher
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); honestml@muni.org; twingster@yahoo.com
info@snowsmanagementak.com
Objection - Marijuana Cultivation License Application #10058 for Risum Sol, LLC
Monday, March 21, 2016 5:16:16 PM
Objection - Marijuana Application #10058.pdf

TO:
(1) State of Alaska Marijuana Control Board - marijuana@alaska.gov
(2) Municipality of Anchorage Planning Board - via honestml@muni.org
(3) Applicant Kevin Twing - twingster@yahoo.com
From: Gail Galleher - owner of 5401 Cordova #305 (adjacent unit)
Please find attached a scanned letter respectfully objecting to Unit #306 in the Airport Plaza
Condo Association business park being used for a marijuana business.
This comment is per the public notice that was posted in the window of Unit #306 for a short
period of time directing interested parties to submit written comment not later than 30 days
after the notice of application. The posting date on the notice in the window was February 24,
2016.
Sincerely,
Gail Galleher

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Gossman
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
OOPS...made a mistake
Friday, March 18, 2016 6:42:01 AM

Please disregard the standard cultivation facility license application for Alaska Business
License # 1034102 ...initiated license number 10213. The corrected application is
for...Alaska Bud Brothers Aerogardens LLC Alaska business license #1034111 ...Alaska
Enity # 10032047....Initiated MCB license # 10216
If you have any questions
please email me at gossmanfamily@gmail.com
Thanks,
Laura Gossman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Wells
Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored); Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Please remove license application number 10264
Monday, April 11, 2016 1:16:01 PM

Please remove license initiation application number 10264, as I was given a wrong address from the
landlord. I will refile under the proper address and under a new license. Lance

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thomas Greenman
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Lynn Skurla Perkins; Jesse Dison
Point of Sale Clarification on Marijuana Initiative
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 10:56:21 AM
image003.png

Hi John,
We are a local point of sale vendor here in Anchorage and are looking to provide point of sale solutions to
licensed retailers of marijuana. Do you have time this week for a 10 to 15 minute phone call to discuss some
specifics regarding how the State envisions handling transactions at a point of sale level?
Thanks in advance,
Thomas Greenman | Service Manager | ETA Certified Payments Professional (CPP)
Skurla’s POS Solutions | 1317 W Northern Lights Blvd, Suite 1, Anchorage, AK 99503
907-243-2683 office | 907-248-2466 fax | thomas@skurlas.com | www.skurlas.com

Helping Alaskan Businesses thrive by Delivering Superior Point of Sale Solutions, Services, and Expert Advice

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

gingershinness
Shirley Nurre
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); Occupational, License (CED sponsored)
Public Notice
Thursday, March 24, 2016 10:24:28 PM

Hi Shirley,
Just wanted to touch base with you again about the public notice. Just got home from paying
a visit to the property to be sure everything is in order. We found our public notice right
where it should be, posted on a tree next to the driveway. Now, it has been up for well over
the required ten days, but we decided to go ahead and leave it up a bit longer just in case you
would like to take a look for yourself.
I don't believe you would intentionally lie to the Marijuana Control Board, I think perhaps
you were just confused about where you should find the notice. However, the bottom line
here is you gave them false information. No big deal. It just needs to be cleared up. I would
appreciate it if you would please notify the control board that you gave them misinformation
regarding our public notice.
Thank you,
Ginger
Sent from my Samsung smartphone, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lee changku
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Question for advisory notice
Thursday, April 14, 2016 11:20:02 AM

Hi my name is Ronnie Lee
I got letter number AB16-0289
It is about new business name is different than registered name
Because I sold the business last month
My phone number is 907.229.2544
Please give me a call
Thank you
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note® 3, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone

